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ABSTRACT 

Tayamora, K.M. (2017). Love is a Promise, Unpublished Undergraduate Thesis, 

University of the Philippines, College of Mass Communication. 

 

 Love is a Promise tells the story of Abbie, a young aspiring musician in youtube 

who secretly wants to be sought by her estranged father, passive-aggressively hinting that 

he should be able to “see” her now since she is famous already. In the film, we delve into 

Abbie’s mind and see her thoughts on her rocky love-hate perception of her father, 

reliving her daydreams while juggling her conflicted emotional response towards her 

father. 

Focused on a successful young woman’s journey of forgiveness in response to her 

father’s efforts to reconcile with her, the film grounds itself on a post-structuralist 

framework as told with Lacan’s Psychoanalysis. Love is a Promise features the inherent 

desire of a child to be noticed, or be given attention and affection by their parents, and 

how deep that desire stems out in every human being that it manifests even when we are 

repugnant of them.  
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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION 

It has been emphasized in John Bowlby’s Attachment Theory that the roles the 

caregivers play in the course of child development greatly affect the child’s cognitive, 

social, and emotional development. Not only so, the level of involvement the caregivers 

provide during the early stages of growing up can also directly affect the trust building 

skills of the child, especially in establishing the foundations of his/her relationship with 

the parents.   

Mostly, children associate the role of the primary parental figure to the mothers, 

being more trusting and familiar to her, and the role of the ‘other’ to the father. The 

decision to form a ‘relationship’ with his/her father is one of the early trust making 

decisions a child makes and is usually a benchmark of measuring emotional maturity in 

growing up. When trust is established, the child would develop a healthy attachment to 

the father, and later on to other people as well, and would have a more positive outlook in 

life. 

However, breaking the trust, especially during a critical stage (adolescence up to 

early adulthood), would result in developing an insecure relationship with other people in 

general, manifesting itself in the levels of anxiety and avoidance the person experiences, 

especially for the young women who experience rejection from their fathers. Exposure to 

such incidents would lead to the development of trauma, and it may affect how the 

subject deals with the memories surrounding the object of her memories.  

As defined by the American Psychiatric Association, Psychological trauma is an 

event or events that involved actual or threatened death or serious injury, or a threat to the 

physical integrity of self or others.”  As a coping mechanism, people who experience 

trauma most often disassociate themselves and avoid conscious awareness of the 

traumatic experience. Theses people have the natural ability to reject or delay these 
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memories whenever they sprung up from consciousness, leading to a memory distortions, 

a common feature in Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD). Also a common practice 

done by those who suffered PTSD are the deliberate attempts to evade having triggers, 

avoiding activities, situations, or even people just to disentangle themselves from the 

cause of the trauma. (Sidran Institute, 1994) 

These cases are too often seen in children who have PTSD, mostly induced by 

sexually traumatic events, years of neglect, violent attacks, . More likely than not, the 

younger the person is when he/she experienced the traumatic event, the easier for him/her 

to disassociate himself and “forget” about the event, burying it all down to their 

subconscious. It would be too easy for the child mainly because of the innate ability of 

our brains to separate the part experiencing the trauma and shield the unaffected parts, 

sealing it off in a distant bubble at the back of our brains. When the trauma is happening, 

the brain releases that shield and protects the core being of the person inhabiting the 

brain. The person now returns to their normal, functioning self up until the time when 

their protective bubble bursts and the memories start invading their brains again. 

(Schuster, 2013) 

Trauma form neglect roots from the disassociation the child has towards a parent 

or both parents when they do not meet the standards of raising a healthy, functioning, and 

wholesome child. Most often than not, the cases that can be found in the Philippines are 

those who have been left or denied by their fathers. Statistics shows that are in the 1.8 

million babies were born in the country, there was at least 37%- around 666,000 in 

figures-that came from unmarried mothers, a noticeable trend growing every year. Due to 

this, the single mother is forced to play out two roles in the development of the child- 
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both as a nurturer and a provider. Being a provider often leaves the mother to take 

workloads that would hinder her form being an adequate nurturer to her child, often times 

workloads that she received very little economical gains, thus leaving the child to develop 

attachments to other people other than his or her parents. (Philippine Daily Inquirer, 

2015) 

Love is a Promise is a film that explores the psyches of these children whom are 

affected by the growing trend of growing up unloved. Having been surrounded by young 

people, especially young women in this kind of situation fuels the filmmaker in touching 

more of the raw emotions these people have in accordance to their view of their fathers 

and the male population in general- advocating in having their voices heard and reaching 

out with love and reassurance to those who have been victimized by this occurrence.  
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CHAPTER II. REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE  

A. Theme and Concept 

 The filmmaker would like to explore three different concepts that helped shape 

the world her film would be operating in: the portrayal of the relationship between the 

father and the daughter, more specifically to those who have been separated by 

unavoidable circumstances, may it be accompanied with an economic, emotional, social 

cause, the relationship of music and how it connects to the memories of the people 

affected by the separation, and how the minds of the people affected by the separation 

work alongside the trauma the separation caused them. Listed are films and other forms 

of literature that the filmmaker backed her film on. 

August Rush (2007), by Kirsten Sheridan, is a film that features a family involved 

in music of all genres, creating a strong bond that can be tangibly felt by one another. The 

filmmaker is largely inspired by the August Rush’s concept, since its premise 

incorporated the elements of family, loss, abandonment, and the search of a home by a 

child.  Upon watching August Rush for the first time, the filmmaker was fascinated by 

the way the story was weaved, with music largely incorporated into the story telling. 

I, America (2016), a film by Ivan Andrew Payawal, centers on a half Pinay, half 

Caucasian lady trying to get a US passport and visa to be able to meet her father 

personally for the first time with the help of an American living in Olongapo City. 

Similar to Love is a Promise, the film I, America reflects the complicated relationship 

fathers and daughters have, especially when it is formed at a later age, when the woman 

is already grown up and is able to make decisions of her own. The film represents the 

internal struggles of both parties, specifically the father’s thoughts in taking in his 
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daughter. The filmmaker wants to flesh out this kind of relationship in her own father-

daughter film, displaying the unsaid yearning, hurt, confusion, anger of the characters out 

in the open. 

Similar to I, America, Rudderless (2014) by William H. Macy, features a grieving 

father who discovers his deceased son’s passion for music sets out to form band, in the 

hopes of reaching catharsis. The film, like August Rush, also features a family involved in 

the music industry.  After watching the film, the filmmaker felt so devastated and so heart 

wrenched that she realized that the film is good example on how films can be rooted on 

emotions and use it as its main mechanism in pushing the story forward. The filmmaker 

would like to take the over flowing pool of emotion of this film, and how the director 

uses music in healing grievances be applied to her own film, contextualizing it to an 

estranged father-daughter relationship. 

 Fathers and Daughters (2015), is a film by Gabrielle Muccino which centers on a 

Pulitzer- wining writer struggles in raising his daughter as a widower after suffering from 

a mental breakdown. 27 years later, his grown daughter struggles to create connections to 

the world. One major similarity of this film to the filmmaker’s is the direct comparison of 

jobs the fathers had. Fathers and Daughters features a writer; Love is a Promise features a 

musician, both of which are professions that are mocked in not being able to produce big 

amounts of money. The film showcases the effect of the father’s going away to the 

daughter, on how their separation affected her ability to trust others. Likewise, the 

filmmaker would also want to show this kind of situation in her film, contextualizing it to 

the Philippine Setting, showing the effects of having an absentee father to the lives of 

young women. 
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Not short of student films, the filmmaker also used Track 1 (2016), film made by 

her friend Vivien del Valle as an entry in the UP Film Institute’s student competition 

Black Beret, a competition of the short films of the semester’s Directing students. The 

film is about the downfall of a band that was once successful in their music career. 

Inspired by the director’s effort in centering music in her film despite the difficulties 

reassured the filmmaker’s decision in choosing this concept. The filmmaker also drew 

inspiration from her favorite thesis films, with Hannah Espia’s Ruweda (2012) and 

Ramon Garilao’s Fish Out Of Water (2016) which taught her the importance of editing in 

the story telling process, the beauty of non linear editing exemplified in their works.  

The filmmaker also used Blue Jay (2016), by Alexandre Lehmann and Blind Date 

(French: Un peu, beaucoup, aveuglément) (2015) by Clovis Cornilac as a reference on 

how to create a good dialogue film, with acting, script writing, and editing being the 

film’s central aspects. The filmmaker has watched both of these movies on the same, and 

sees that the similarity between the two is that they both feature excellent dialogues. Blue 

Jay is about the reunion of two high school sweet hearts after 20 years of separation, 

leading to them bringing out the issues they have in the past, while Blind Date is about a 

two neighbors, a concert pianist and a computer programmer who, at first despise each 

other because of the sounds they create that disturbs the other person, but soon developed 

a strange relationship when they started being nice to each other on the promise that they 

can’t see each other while doing so. The filmmaker wanted to channel that kind of 

writing to her film, creating very articulate characters that the audience would surely 

love.  
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 The Danish Girl (2015), directed by Tom Hooper, is a fictitious story set in the 

1930’s of Danish Artists Lili Elbe and Gerda Wegener, revolving around Lili’s journey of 

becoming a transgender pioneer. The film’s cinematography is simply exemplary. Its use 

of extreme wide shots to capture the beauty of the location/set contrast with the extreme 

close up shots that reveal the hidden emotions of the characters created a remarkable 

impression, and a large inspiration to the filmmaker’s vision of how her film would also 

look like. 

 Christopher Nolan’s Inception (2010) also played a huge inspiration in creating 

the meaning making mechanisms the film has. Similar to the premise of Inception, Love 

is a Promise is all set to happen in a person’s mind, the film blurring the line between 

what’s real and what’s not. The filmmaker used the idea of telling her story in a 

dreamlike sequence in which reality was not clearly established, therefore giving the 

filmmaker the liberty to make up her own laws, create her own logic in her film. The 

filmmaker, wanting to make the dream subtle, chose to experiment on her film’s form 

rather than tweak the story into a fantasy.  

 Similar to Inception’s, the filmmaker would like to include Emily Dickenson’s 

poem entitled “There is a pain- so utter” which goes: 

There is a pain--so utter-- 
It swallows substance up-- 
Then covers the Abyss with Trance-- 
So Memory can step 
Around--across--upon it-- 
As one within a Swoon-- 
Goes safely--where an open eye-- 
Would drop Him--Bone by Bone. 
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Into which interpretations suggested was about how pain could consume a 

person’s mind, swallowing up the whole essence of that person. The poem’s imagery and 

personification also demonstrates the power of the mind- the memory to step around and 

across the pain, indulging the bearer in a trance like state. As mentioned earlier, this can 

be interpreted in such a way that it conveys how people react to traumatic events in their 

lives. The filmmaker was fascinated by this concept and tried to incorporate its idea by 

playing with the color grading of her film. Throughout Love is a Promise, the filmmaker 

made it in such a way that it would get bleaker and bleaker up until it becomes black and 

white, even in the moments that the protagonist is happy. The filmmaker wanted to 

emphasize that the colors she used in her film is not reflective of the reality her film is set 

in, but the state of mind her protagonist is in. 

 Lastly, the filmmaker included the song Ophelia (2016) by The Lumineers and 

Hell Bent (2016) the twelfth episode of the ninth season of Doctor Who as part of her 

related literature. The song and music video is one of the main catalysts of the filmmaker 

in conceptualizing her film. Like Hamlet, the song and the music video of The 

Lumineer’s Ophelia serve as an inspiration for the beat and tempo of the film. The music 

video features a surrealistic walk in the park of the band’s vocalist, while another persona 

of him is performing in a bar. The song has an excellent bass line, heightening up the 

tempo alongside the piano.   

 The overall aesthetic of the film was largely inspired by the Doctor Who episode 

mentioned above, borrowing the similar elements such as music, relationship of an old 

man (father) and a woman (daughter), and memory loss. 
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CHAPTER III. FRAMEWORK 

PSYCHOANALYSIS 

Psychoanalysis Theory of Jacques Lacan focuses on the three realms that people 

go through as they age: The Imaginary Realm, Symbolic Realm, and the Reality. 

Transition to the Symbolic realm from the Imaginary takes place at the Mirror stage, 

wherein the child, not having a conscious knowledge of her sees herself in front of a 

mirror and sees her reflection. In the process, the child would be able to recognize herself 

as another person, before realizing that what he/she sees is just she, therefore recognizing 

one’s self by being an other.  

This process can be applied to the relationship of the viewer to the screen of the 

cinema, where as the dark and quiet movie house represent the Imaginary realm, and 

when the film starts, the Mirror phase occurs, therefor transferring the audience to the 

Symbolic realm, aiding them in suturing their minds to the characters in the film. In a 

way, they stabilize their knowledge of themselves by being an other, and using the 

template of the lives of the characters as their own. 

In Love is a Promise, the main character’s story would be told through her 

memories, her daydreams, and her thoughts about her father and whether she would be 

happy if she met him again. The main character’s visualization of her father’s personality 

and her perception of her own stability is reflective of the films technical presentation, 

showing the protagonist’s broken state of mind through the shaky camera movement, 

uneven sound, bland acting, degradation of color from saturated to unsaturated, etc. 
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CHAPTER IV. PRODUCTION PROCESS 

A. Preproduction 

The conceptualization of this film started during the mid year break in 2016. The 

ultimate inspiration of this film is a season ender of the filmmaker’s favorite TV Show. 

The filmmaker just finished watching the season finale of the 9th season of Doctor Who 

entitled “Hell Bent”, wherein the Doctor, a time-travelling alien does everything he is 

capable of to save Clara, his most recent companion, from dying, even to the extent of 

defying the laws of time of the universe by extracting Clara from a few moments before 

her death and bringing her to the end of the universe, delaying her death. Seeing the 

wrongness in is actions, the Doctor decided that to be able to stop causing destruction 

because of Clara, he has to wipe away her memories of him and their adventures, so that 

she will not look for him ever again. Clara found out about his plan tweaked the memory 

wiping device. Now they do not know whose memory is going to be wiped. After saying 

their goodbyes, they activated the device together, then learning that it is the Doctor that 

forgets Clara, not the other way around as intended. The episode ends with the Doctor 

looking for Clara, and then meeting her in a diner in the middle of the desert. The Doctor 

plays Clara’s song in his guitar without any clue that the woman across him is the one he 

is looking for. 

 

 This episode ultimately inspired the filmmaker to base her film on, borrowing 

themes and aesthetics such as the concept of remembering and forgetting people whom 

we are dearly close to, using a diner as a location, and incorporating music in the 

narrative, making it its own character in the story. Having developed a concept, the 
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filmmaker began to write what initially is a story about an old man waiting for his 

daughter every day in the local diner since the day they separated, befriending everyone 

who has worked in the place since then. A newly hired waitress notices his unusual 

behavior, and upon learning of his situation goes out of her way to look for the daughter 

and tell her that her father is waiting for her. She takes a leave of absence from her job, 

but ultimately failed to reach the daughter. When she got back in the diner, she learned 

that the old man had died already. Struck with grief, she announced that she would resign 

and leave the city the following day. Come tomorrow, as she is packing, a young woman, 

carrying a newborn baby enters the diner in search of her father. The film cuts to black, 

ending at the supposed surprised reaction of the waitress upon the sight of the duo.  The 

story was supposed to be entitled Ophelia, because the filmmaker fell in love with the 

song and the music video of The Lumineers with the same title.   

 This, however, was not the final story the filmmaker wanted to present in class. 

Admittedly, the story went under a lot of revisions, but the filmmaker wanted to retain 

the specific elements that she got from her inspiration aka the diner, the music, and the 

father-daughter relationship. A new version came up sometime around July, wherein the 

story is now about a young, aspiring musician who goes back to her hometown and meets 

her father, who is now considered regular at the local diner. Her father, upon seeing her, 

did not recognize her, but says that he is expecting his daughter because he received a 

letter from her a few months ago saying that they would meet in the diner. He then struck 

a conversation with the iffy daughter. It turns out that that letter was one of the earlier 

letters the daughter has sent out when she was still yearning for her father. Later on, she 

realized that they would never meet again, making her stop writing letters. During their 
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conversation, the father always highlights his daughter’s skills. In between their 

conversation are flashbacks to the time they were still together, wherein the father works 

as a musician. He has already incorporated music in his daughter’s life, even composing 

her a song so that whenever she’s scared, they sing it together for her to calm down. 

Seeing as he couldn’t raise his daughter properly because of his unstable financial 

situation, he opted for her to be taken in custody of the social workers so that she will be 

able to live out a normal, successful life. Abandoned, the daughter felt hurt and angry 

because of her father’ decision, crawling back to the present narrative. In the end, the 

father tells his daughter that if he ever talks to his daughter again, he would surely 

recognize her in spite of their long separation. This lead the daughter to sing their song, 

inciting a spark of recognition in the father before the film cuts to black.  

 The filmmaker wanted to keep the title Ophelia, and seeing that there are only 

two main characters, decided to name the daughter Ophelia for it to make sense. After 

that, the filmmaker stuck with the name Ophelia up until she presented it in her Film 199.  

This, however, is not the final story she wanted to present in class. Admittedly, the story 

has gone under a lot of revisions from the time it was conceptualized. The filmmaker 

consulted with several of her family and friends on what they think about the initial story 

and helped her in developing it. The filmmaker consulted the strengths and weaknesses of 

her characters; since her film was more of a character development film than a narrative. 

Everyone agreed that Ophelia lacks motivation on going back to the diner that she and 

her father frequents before, if that’s one of the sources of trauma for her. They resolved 

it, as Ophelia, being a successful musician already, would be having a concert in that 

area. She just so happens to pass by the place and relished that visitation of her childhood 
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memories, regardless if it is painful or not.  Quite happy with the story, the filmmaker 

decided that this version would be the best version to present in class. 

 In August 2016, the filmmaker enrolled in Film 199 under Dr. Grace Javier 

Alfonso. She pitched her concept to the class, adding the elements of having the visual 

metaphor of doors as transitions from the present to past, the past back to the present. 

Initially, Dr. Alfonso liked her concept and advised her to stick with it and just refine the 

manner of her presentation for the panel because her presentation exceeded the 10-minute 

rule. Dr. Alfonso also advised the filmmaker to create original content for her film, since 

her film uses music as an essential element. For months, the filmmaker immersed herself 

in different music styles, in the spectrum of classical guitar up to punk rock. The 

filmmaker later decided to make Ophelia an indie music artist so as to fit the milieu of the 

film in the present time. 

The filmmaker defended her thesis proposal during the Film 199 defense on 

November 7, 2016, garnering a few comments from the panel: Firstly, why the name 

Ophelia, and if it connects to the popular Shakespearean character Ophelia form Hamlet, 

and Second, why use the convention of flashbacks in telling the backstory of the 

characters. The panel commented that the filmmaker’s backstory is very strong, but her 

present timeline is very weak, suggesting on just developing the backstory instead and 

focus on the deteriorating relationship of father and daughter instead of their meeting in 

the future. The filmmaker took note of all these comments and committed to incorporate 

their suggestions in the edited version she will pass. The panel gave the filmmaker the go 

signal to proceed to take Film 200 (Thesis) the following semester. 
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During the midyear, the filmmaker revised her script again, for the third time, 

determined to put the panel’s suggestions in her film. This time, the film is set in a music 

store, and the daughter, whose name is now changed to Abbie, meaning father’s joy, was 

looking for a place to get her broken guitar fixed. She was then drawn to the music store 

because it’s playing one of her father’s songs. It turns out that they have a copy of one of 

her father’s earlier albums. What she doesn’t know is that he was her father who owns 

the music store. In this version, it’s the other way around, the father recognizes Abbie, 

but she doesn’t, instead of Abbie recognizing the father, and he doesn’t. The father gave 

Abbie a collection of CD’s, not knowing that those are video diaries instead of albums. 

Abie returns the CD’s the next day, which prompted the father to admit who he really is. 

He then repaired his daughter’s guitar and gave it back to her in pristine condition. The 

filmmaker decided to present this version of the story to her adviser to see if he or she 

will approve of this version more than the first one. 

On January 2017, the filmmaker enrolled in her Film 200 (Thesis Production) 

with Dr. Grace Javier Alfonso as her adviser. The filmmaker presented the newest 

version of the script, but then she said due to the major changes made in the story, the 

panel may not allow it to be screened because it is not the story they approved during the 

Film 199 defense. Dr. Alfonso advised the filmmaker to retain her original idea and limit 

the changes she makes just because she wants to incorporate the suggestions of the panel. 

Dr. Alfonso reminded her that this is her film, and she should not let other’s influences 

get over her vision. The filmmaker thanked Dr. Alfonso for her heartfelt advice and 

proceeded to writing her third draft. 
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On January 17, 2017, the filmmaker applied for the 2016 Canon-UPFI Student 

Filmmaker Grant Program, wherein the recipients would be able to use two Canon C100 

cameras for free, but was not chosen to be the recipient. Her friend, Gilbert Baldoza, was 

the one chosen for the grant, in which the filmmaker was very happy with because 

Gilbert deserved the grant more than anyone else. The filmmaker focused on developing 

her story first before taking care of everything else. It was also during this time that the 

filmmaker chose her crew. Committed to being her own Director of Photography and 

Editor, the filmmaker then looked for people who can be her Production Designer, 

Production Manager, and Sound Recordist. With music being an essential part in the film, 

the filmmaker talked to Vivien del Valle, a batch mate of hers who has developed a 

musical-esque story for her Directing class, and asked her for her help in composing 

original songs for the film. She advised Vivien on how the songs should feel, exampling 

the work of the Lumineers, most especially the song Ophelia and Sleep On The Floor; 

both from the album Cleopatra, which was released in 2016. Vivien was very excited in 

working with the project and committed to help in composing the songs.  

The filmmaker submitted her final draft of the script to Dr. Alfonso on March 24, 

2017, in which Dr. Alfonso gave the filmmaker the go signal to shoot her film. Planning 

on shooting on the Holy Week, the filmmaker already booked all her needed equipment, 

borrowing from friends and several equipment rental institutions (WABS Lights and 

Services and Media East Company). Around that time, the filmmaker scouted locations 

for the diner scenes. She checked out the Green Olive garden in Tagaytay, Cavite. The 

place would’ve been perfect as a singular location for the shoot because it has all the 

locations needed in the script (bedroom, diner, kitchen, ‘outside’), but it was ultimately 
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scrapped because it was not free on the target shooting dates the filmmaker selected. The 

filmmaker then contacted several diners around the Metro Manila, even up until Cavite, 

since the main location needed was the diner. It was also during this period that 

filmmakers asked her actors, Ptr. Tony Canicosa, Rebekah Canicosa, and Jocelyn 

Maghilum, if they are willing to be part of her thesis film. They said yes, to the relief and 

delight of the filmmaker. This, however, means that the filmmaker would have to move 

her thesis shoot from April 15 to April 22 because she and her actors would be attending 

their church’s Easter Family Camp in Lagos del Sol, Cavinti, Laguna. The filmmaker, not 

wanting to waste any time, decided to shoot some scenes with a skeletal crew during her 

church’s Easter Family Camp, and retained her bookings during the holy week and added 

an April 22 date with the equipment rentals.  

Everything is all reserved on April 22 when Prof. Sari Dalena contacted the 

filmmaker on April 14 and asked her if she was already done shooting her film. The 

filmmaker sheepishly admitted that she has just finished pre-production, and was set to 

shoot a few scenes during the holy week, with the main date for principal photography on 

April 22. It was then that Prof. Dalena dropped the bomb and told the filmmaker if she 

would be willing to accept the Canon-UPFI grant since Gilbert would not be able to shoot 

his thesis this semester. Happy, yet at the same time struck with grief, the filmmaker 

asked Gilbert first about his situation and the reason why he would not continue his thesis 

this semester. It was only after Gilbert’s reassurance that the filmmaker heartily accepted 

Prof. Dalena’s offer.  

There’s a catch, though. Prof. Dalena advised the filmmaker that there would be 

two of them to receive the grant: she and Maurice Almadrones, another friend of the 
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filmmaker, and that Mau has already booked the cameras on April 22. The filmmaker 

thought long and hard with the options she has, on whether she would retain her original 

schedule and let the grant go, or adjust her schedule to keep the grant. Ultimately, she 

decided to be the one to adjust and set her final shooting date on April 29, 2017, so as not 

to lose this God-given provision. The filmmaker informed Prof. Dalena and Dr. Alfonso 

immediately in the changes made in her schedule, and they both gave her the best of 

wished in her shoot. 

 

B. Production 

First day of Principal Photography started on April 14, 2017 in Lagos del Sol, 

Cavinti Laguna.  Around 4pm, the activities of the camp finished, giving the filmmaker a 

chance to shoot the sequences as planned. Having only two people as her crew, the 

filmmaker scouted for good locations in the area that she could possibly use. They saw a 

floating raft by the lakeside of the resort that was perfect for the scene. The filmmaker 

then shot the exterior scenes there with Ate Bebs (Rebekah Canicosa) and Jo (Jocelyn 

Maghilum, but was only able to shoot one scene as opposed to shooting two scenes as 

planned. The shoot lasted up until the sun sets, wrapping up at around 5:30pm. 

Having shot the exterior scenes, the only scenes left for the filmmaker to shoot are 

the ones inside the diner. One of her church mates, couple Danrie Lineses and Geths 

Lajara-Lineses suggested a friend’s diner, Urban Chick, which was located along 

Maginhawa St. Quezon City, and is owned by the family of Jules Guiang, his orgmate 

from the Children’s Museum and Library Inc. (CMLI), with Kuya Danrie immediately 

calling his friend up. The filmmaker, surprised from the overwhelming support of, not 
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just her immediate family, but even her family in the church, cried upon hearing the news 

that the diner would be available during her target shooting date. Kuya Danrie, Ate 

Geths, Ate Bebs, and the filmmaker’s sister, Pamela, comforted her and thanked God for 

all the provisions she received. 

After the family camp, the filmmaker immediately contacted Jules Guiang and 

told him of the locations the filmmaker needs from the diner. The filmmaker also did an 

ocular on April 18 and 19, and personally talked to Jules’ mother, Jay Guiang about my 

reservation. She was very accommodating and told me to call her the day after to follow 

up since she will still discuss my request with her husband. At first, Miss Jay did not 

allow the filmmaker to reserve the place on April 29 because it was a Saturday, and 

Saturday is their diner’s most active day. She offered the filmmaker the April 30 schedule 

since they were closed on Sundays, and was available for reservation. Initially, the 

filmmaker was iffy about the arrangement, but eventually said yes to it. The filmmaker 

went home confident with their discussion and proceeded to tell her cast and crew of the 

tentative location. 

Come April 22, when the filmmaker called Urban Chick, she was surprised to 

hear that even on Sundays, Miss Jay could not allow the place to be reserved since it 

would be her family’s rest day. She then offered the filmmaker the May1 schedule since 

that day was a holiday. The filmmaker has to decline since that date was way too close to 

the deadline. Miss Jay said that those were the only dates she can give the filmmaker, 

leaving the filmmaker devastated.  

On the verge of breaking down, the filmmaker’s parents stepped into action and 

helped her look for good locations online. First, they tried looking for nearby cafes in 
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Manila, up until they reach the point wherein they were searching for pre-nuptials 

shooting sites. They found the restaurant Spoon Eat+Drink, which is located in BF 

Homes, Paranaque City.  The filmmaker emailed the restaurant at exactly 11pm, one of 

her last straws in securing a location. To her surprise, the owner, Miss Philane Ponio, 

responded within the hour and asked her of her requirements. Conversation through email 

ensued, and by April 24, Monday, the filmmaker has already set an ocular on April 25. 

During the ocular, Miss Philane agreed to let the filmmaker use her whole place from 

morning to 4pm on April 29, with a student friendly fee, exclusive of the food they were 

going to consume. The filmmaker, together with her mother and brother, booked the 

place for the shoot on the 29th, and also purchased the food needed. The filmmaker then 

advised her cast and crew of the location change.  

On the eve of the shoot, the filmmaker, together with her parents, went out to get 

all the equipment needed, lights from WABS Lights and Sounds and sound equipment 

from Media East Company. They also purchased the all the other needed materials for the 

shoot. During that night, Gilbert expressed his desire to help the filmmaker during the 

shoot. Needing the manpower, the filmmaker accepted his help. During the night, Ate 

Bebs texted the filmmaker that she might not be able to make the 8am call time the next 

day because she will be coming from Los Banos, Laguna on the 29th. Pressed for time, 

the filmmaker offered to arrange her transportation services so that she could ensure her 

timely arrival on the 29th. Ate Bebs agreed and promised to be there at 10am. 

On the day of shooting, at 7am, the filmmaker, together with Gilbert, Jo, her 

parents, siblings, and aunt, went to Spoon Eat+ Drink. Ptr. Tony got there earlier, given 

that he lives nearer from the location than the filmmaker.  Upon arrival, they had 
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breakfast for an hour, and then proceeded to set up the lights and sound system. Ate Bebs 

arrived at around 9am, to the relief of the filmmaker. They shot the first diner sequence 

before lunch, and the scene of the father and daughter after. The shooting wrapped at 

around 5pm, extending from the initial 4pm arrangement. After everything, the cast and 

crew ate dinner in the place and prayed for the filmmaker’s success in her thesis. 

 

C. Post-production 

Committed to being her own editor, the filmmaker immediately started editing her 

thesis since she only has one week until submission. Because she still has classes during 

the week in between her shoot and the final submission, the filmmaker has to juggle her 

classes by day and editing by night, and still get enough rest so as not to die of 

exhaustion, certifying that the week from April 30 to May 9 was the longest week of the 

filmmaker’s entire life.  

During the weekend of this week, the filmmaker contacted her actors and told 

them that she would need to do additional ADR because some sound footages of the film 

was not good. They met on May 7 and recorded some lines 

 The filmmaker presented her first cut to Dr. Alfonso in her house on May 8, the 

eve of the submission. Dr. Alfonso commented on the filmmaker’s technicalities (color 

and sound) and the strength of the filmmaker’s narrative. Dr. Alfonso told the filmmaker 

that the first edit did not work, and that she would have to think of a way to make the 

story work given that the submission is already the day after. She wished the filmmaker 

good luck and bid her good night. 
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 The filmmaker didn’t sleep that night, taking in all the suggestions Dr. Alfonso 

gave to her. It was a long night. The filmmaker’s father, seeing that the filmmaker lacked 

some footage that she can insert to make the film more padded, suggested transforming 

her narrative into an experimental film: from the protagonist waiting for her father to 

return into seeing what goes into the mind of the protagonist while she waited for her 

father to return. The whole film was then like peeking into the mind of the main character 

and understanding how her though process works, especially during the scene that she is 

talking to her father. For a better description, it’s like opening a book at a random page 

and reading it without context. Now the film could operate on an illogical timeline since 

not all the daydreams we dream are logical. The filmmaker used her weakness- lack of 

footages- as her strength, and made her protagonist rethink the images over and over to 

show the entrapment and closeness of her world. With the help of her father, the 

filmmaker also played with the colors, color grading the film in such a way that it 

becomes bleaker and bleaker, up until the last scene where was black and white. 

 The filmmaker was able to submit an .mp4 copy of the film on time to Kuya 

Randy on May 11, but wasn’t able to provide a DCP- defense copy due to time restraints. 

All set, the filmmaker viewed her film one last time on the evening of May 15, 2017, 

ready to defend her work the next day. 
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BLACKSCREEN 
 
Black screen. SFX only 
 

MALE VOICE 
Ang tawag sa kanya ay Promise Song. 

 
YOUNG FEMALE VOICE 

Ano iyon? 
 

MALE VOICE  
Iyon yung kakantahin natin pag 
nagpromise tayo sa isa’t isa. 
Kunwari.. promise ko na hindi 
na ako magtrtrabaho lagpas ng 9 
o clock. 

 
Guitar instrumental, excerpt of Promise Song. 
 

MALE VOICE (cont’d) 
Oh ikaw naman. 

 
FEMALE VOICE  

Hmmm... promise ko na kakain na 
ako ng gulay! 

 
Guitar, sings excerpt of Promise Song. 
 

MALE VOICE 
Oh sige.. 

 
FEMALE VOICE 

Teka, may promise ako ulit! 
 

MALE VOICE 
Ano iyon? 

 
FEMALE VOICE  

Promise ko na sobrang love na 
love na love na love na love na 
love ko kayo, ’tay. 

 
MALE VOICE  

Ako din, anak. love na love na 
love na love na love na love kita. 
Pangako yan. 

 
Guitar, sings excerpt of Promise Song. 
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INT. BEDROOM.NIGHT 
 
ABBIE, 22 year old youtuber, walks toward her closet and 
grabs her guitar. Desk filled with notebooks, mic stands, 
head phones, and a beatbox. Her bestfriend, ANGELA, 21, 
sets the camera up. 
 

ANGELA 
Ready ka na? 

 
Abbie nods. 
 

ANGELA (cont’d)  
ok, cam... rolling. Sound.. 
speed. And Action! 

 
Abbie smiles at the camera. 
 

ABBI
E 
(smiles)  

Hello guys, Abbie here. thanks for 
watching our newest video. First 
of all, I would like to thank all 
my fans from all around the globe! 
I honestly did not imagine that my 
music would reach farther than the 
Philippines, I mean, you guys are 
the reason we’re here right now, 
so you deserve all the love in the 
world! (flying kisses) Now I have 
been writing a few songs, but I 
really want this playlist to come 
from your suggestions so if you 
have any ideas, and I mean 
anything- Comment it down below, 
and I’ll check it out later. See 
you all soon! 

 
ANGELA 

And cut! 
 

ABBIE 
Patingin ako. 

 
Abbie gets up looks at the camera. They both watch 
the video. 
 

ANGELA 
Ok na ako diyan. Ikaw? 

 
ABBIE 

Oks na rin. 
 
Instrumental of Song #1. 
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INT. DINER-DAY 
 
Abbie and Angela in their work uniforms serve food to 
the customers. Abbie wipes a table clean. 
 
People chatting, eating. Clock reads 1:00 pm 
 
INT. DINER- PANTRY-DAY- MUCH LATER 
 
Abbie looks at a photograph in her wallet of her and 
her father when they were young. 
 
Angela barges inside, shows her phone to Abbie. 
Abbie grimaces. 
 

ANGELA  
one hundred thousand plus views! 
ito yung pinakamataas na 
nataggap mo! 

 
ABBIE 

Ang dami kong nakikitang mali, Ge. 
 

ANGELA 
ANg ganda kaya! 

 
ABBIE  

SIgurado ka? Hindi ako satisfied 
sa results. 

 
ANGELA  

Ikaw talaga ang nega mo ha. 
Tingnan natin kung hindi ka 
masatisfy dito. @pipaypo, Hi guys, 
greetings from New Zealand! My 
dad’s birthday is coming up and 
he’s just such a big fan of yours, 
I just want to surprise him with 
your dedication! Love you guys so 
much! May fan ka sa New Zealand. 
New Zealand, mare! alam mo ba kung 
gaano kalayo ang New Zealand para 
mabanggit yung pangalan mo doon? 

 
ABBIE  

Oo na. Maayos pa rin naman ito, 
kumpara sa huling pinost natin. 

 
Angela groans, rolls her eyes. 
 

ANGELA  
dalawang salita ka lang, boi. New 
Zealand. Tandaan mo yan lagi pag 
kukutyain mo yung mga videos mo. 

 
(CONTINUED) 
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CONTINUED: (2) 

 
ABBIE 

Oo na! 
 
They both laugh. 
 

ABBIE 
Tingin mo... nakikita niya ako? 

 
ANGELA 

Sino? 
 
Beat. 
 

ANGELA (cont’d)  
Mare, hindi ko sure kung sino 
yung sinasabi mo, pero feeling ko 
naman sa level ng kasikatan mo 
ngayon nakikita ka na niya. 

 
Abbie shakes her head. 
 

ABBIE 
Wala. Just talking to myself. 

 
Abbie smiles. 
 
INT. DINER-DAY 
 
A customer pays for his meal and leaves. Abbie wipes 
the table clean. 
 

MAN’S VOICE 
Abbie, anak! 

 
Abbie turns to the call, startled. She looks for the 
voice, but she doesn’t see her father. 
 

YOUNG GIRL’S VOICE 
Papa! 

 
A young girl runs towards a young man by the door. 
 

MAN’S VOICE  
Ikaw talaga, pag ikaw nawala, 
iiwan ka namin ni mama mo. 

 
They exit the DINER. Abbie stares at them, shaken up. 
DYLAN, Bar manager, approaches her. he holds a clipboard. 
 

DYLAN 
Bie, ready ka na mamaya? 

 
Abbie nods, smiles. 

 
 
 
(CONTINUED) 
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CONTINUED: (2) 
 

 
DYLAN (cont’d)  

Meron tayong dalawang oldies na 
tutugtog mamaya, kung pwede, 
after ng set mo, paki a. 

 
ABBIE 

Talaga? Sino sin? 
 

DYLAN 
Magkahiwalay sila. Yung isa, si 
Marshall Cruz, yung isa si Bong del 
Rosario. Bahala ka na sa kanila ha. 

 
Abbie gasps, nods. Dylan leaves. 
 
EXT. DINER. NIGHT 
 
People come in the diner, excited. 
 
INT. DINER. NIGHT 
 
Abbie paces around. She breathes rapidly, hits her guitar 
accidentally. Guitar topples over, Abbie tries to catch 
it but fails. Guitar hits the ground. Abbie picks it up 
quickly. 
 

ABBIE 
Nandito siya. pupunta siya dito, 
Ange. Nandito siya. 

 
ANGELA 

Sino? Abbie... tinatakot mo ako. 
 
Angela makes Abbie sit down. 
 

ANGELA 
Kaya mo bang tumugtog? 

 
Abbie nods. She scans the crowd. Performer on 
stage finishes. Dylan signals Abbie to come up. 
 
Angela gives Abbie a thumbs up and assists her to the 
stage. From her position, Abbie scans the surroundings. 
 

ABBIE 
Thank you all for coming. 

 
Cheers. 
 

ABBIE (cont’d)  
This song is entitled 
__________, hope you enjoy. 
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Abbie plays SONG #2 on stage. Angela videos her performance. 
After the song, she thanks everyone and goes down. 
 
INT. DINER. NIGHT. LATER 
 
Angela sweeps the floor while Abbie watches her 
performance on youtube. 
 

ANGELA 
Dumating ba yung hinihintay mo? 

 
Abbie smiles, shakes her head. 
 

ANGELA 
SIno ba yun? 

 
Beat. 
 

ANGELA (cont’d)  
Sige, wag mong sabihin sa’kin. 
Sino ba naman ako, no? Bestfriend 
mo lang naman. 

 
Angela sweeps the floor forcefully. 
 

ABBIE 
Ito naman, ang drama mo. Si papa. 

 
ANGELA 

Papa... tatay mo? 
 
Abbie nods. 
 

ABBIE  
Nung namatay si mama... seven ata 
ako noon? Sobrang naapektuhan si 
Papa. So bumalik siya sa pag-
gigig. lagi akong kasama-kahit sa 
mga bar ha. ang bata ko noon. 
Lucky charm niya daw ako kasi mas 
malaki yung TF na natatanggap niya 
pag kasama akong kumakanta. 

 
Abbie chuckles. 
 

ABBIE  
Huli ko siyang nakita, tumugtog 
kami sa may cubao. Ang saya ko nun 
kasi binigay niya sa akin yung 
gitara (chuckles). Tapos 
kinabukasan, nagising ako sa bahay 
ng tita ko. (beat) Alam mo ang 
tagal kong inisip kung iniwan niya  

(MORE) 
 

(CONTINUED) 
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CONTINUED: (2) 
 

 
ABBIE (cont’d)  

ba ako kasi hindi ako 
magaling. (sniffs) 

 
ANGELA  

Well, mali siya. At wag na wag 
mong iisiping hindi ka magaling, 
Abigail del Rosario. Mahal mo yung 
ginagawa mo. That’s enough basis 
for your excellence. 

 
ABBIE  

Alam mo lagi kung anong 
dapat sabihin. 

 
ANGELA 

Ako pa. 
 
Angela winks at Abbie. Abbie smiles. Angela puts the 
broom and dust pan away. 
 

ANGELA 
(sighs)  

Hay salamat tapos na. Sigurado 
kang ikaw magclclosing ha? 

 
ABBIE 

oo. Ako na maglolocck. 
 
Angela throws the keys to Abbie. 
 

ANGELA 
Sige. 

 
She grabs her bag aand umbrella. 
 

ANGELA (cont’d) 
Bye gurl. see you bukas. 

 
ABBIE 

Bye, ingat. 
 
Angela exits the Diner, Abbie waves at her. She looks 
around at the empty diner. She stands up, goes to the 
stage. Sh closes her eyes. 
 

MALE VOICE 
Hindi kita iiwan, promise. 

 
YOUNG FEMALE VOICE 

Talaga? Kahit na makulit ako? 
 
 
 
 
(CONTINUED) 
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CONTINUED: (3) 
 

 
MALE VOICE 

Oo. Kahit na galit ka pa sa akin. 
 

YOUNG FEMALE VOICE 
Tugtugin mo muna yung promise 
song natin. 

 
Guitar, sings excerpt of Promise Song. 
 
Door hits windchimes, disrupting Abbie’s train of thought. 
BONG, an old man in faded but noticeably newly laundered 
clothes carrying a guitar bag and a walking stick walks in. 
 
Abbie turns around, startled. 
 

ABBIE 
Closed na po kami. 

 
BONG 

Ha? 
 

ABBIE  
Closed na po kami, tay. Balik 
na lang po kayo bukas. 

 
BONG 

Paraang may mali ata,  
miss-inimbitahan ako ni Dylan? 
May set ako ngayon. 

 
ABBIE  

Kanina pa po tapos yung gig, 
closed na po kami. 

 
BONG 

Teka, anong oras na ba? 
 
Abbie checks the clock. 
 

ABBIE 
alas onse na po. 

 
BONG 

Alas onse na? Ibig sabihin- 
 

ABBIE 
Mukha po. 

 
Bong puts his hands on his face. sits down on the 
nearest chair. 

 
 
 
 
 
(CONTINUED) 
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CONTINUED: (4) 

 
BONG  

Kaya pala takang taka yung 
sinakayan kong taxi. Anng layo pa 
naman ng pinanggalingan ko. 
Andyan pa ba si Dylan? 

 
ABBIE 

Umuwi na rin po siya eh. 
 

BONG 
(sighs) 

Sige. 
 
He stands up. 
 

BONG (cont’d) 
Salamat miss ha. Pasensya 
na naabala pa kita. 

 
He moves towards the door. Abbie watches him. Bong 
turns around, hesitant. 
 

BONG (cont’d)  
Uh, miss, kung ok lang sayo, pwede 
ba ako makahiram ng kahit isang 
daan lang? Ibabalik ko siya kaagad 
bukas. Hindi pa kasi ako kumakain 
eh, itong gig sana dito ang 
hapunan ko. 

 
ABBIE  

Naku tay, wag na po muna 
kayong umalis. 

 
Abbie goes to the counter, makes coffee. She leads Bong 
towards the table he previously sat on and sets the 
coffee cup on the table. 
 

BONG  
Uh-hmm. (sips)Salamat, anak, ha. 
hay nako, tumatanda na talaga ako. 

 
Abbie laughs. Bong drinks his coffee. Abbie places a 
menu beside him 
 

ABBIE 
Handaan ko lang kayo ng makakain. 
Ano pong gusto niyo? 

 
BONG 

Uh- 
 
Bong looks at the menu- 

 
 
 
(CONTINUED) 
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CONTINUED: (5) 
 

 
BONG (cont’d) 

Uh- miss. 
 
Abbie goes to the counter, takes out a clipboard. 
 

ABBIE 
ANo po iyon? 

 
BONG 

Uh... hindi ko mabasa yung menu. 
 
Abbie looks at Bong, looks at his walking stick. 
 

ABBIE  
Oh! Oh sorry ’tay! Sorry 
sorry hindi ko alam, hindi ko 
nakita kaagad- sorry- 

 
BONG  

Ok lang. Kung ano nalang yung 
below one hundred niyo. 

 
ABBIE  

Sorry talaga, tay. Alam niyo, 
performer naman kayo ngayon dapat 
diba? Ichcheck ko na yang pagkain 
niyo na on the house para yung 
matatake out niyo pa yung free 
niyo dapat. 

 
Abbie goes to the kitchen. 
 
Abbie puts a plate of food on the table. 
 

ABBIE 
Paano kayo uuwi, tay? 

 
BONG  

Magjejeep nalang, siguro. Madaling 
madali pa ako kanina, napagtaxi pa 
ako. Late din naman pala dadating. 

 
Abbie chuckles. 
 

ABBIE 
Saan po ba kayo nakatira? 

 
BONG 

Sa may Ermita. 
 
Abbie gasps. 

 
 
 
 
(CONTINUED) 
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CONTINUED: (6) 

 
ABBIE 

Ang layo pala. Ito talagang si 
Dylan, oh, pinagbyahe pa si tatay. 

 
BONG  

Okay lang, gusto ko rin namang 
tumugtog. Paminsan minsan na nga 
lang ako maimbita, hihindian ko 
pa ba? 

 
ABBIE  

Di bali tay, wag kayo mag-alala. Ako 
bahala sa inyo. Ibobook ko ulit kayo 
para samakalawa? Kaya po ba iyon? 
Para kaya niyo pang umuwi.Ano pong 
pangalan niyo ulit tay? 

 
BONG  

naku nawa’y pagpalain ka ng Diyos, 
anak. Bong del Rosario pangalan ko. 

 
Abbie drops the clipboard. 
 

BONG (cont’d) 
Oh? Ok ka lang? 

 
ABBI

E 
(mumbles)  

Opo opo. Kunan ko lang po 
kayong maiinom 

 
Abbie goes to the kitchen. 
 
INT. KITCHEN. NIGHT 
 
Abbie goes inside the kitchen, gasping. She takes out her 
wallet, looks at Bong. She gets a glass and fills it up 
with water. 
 
INT. DINER. NIGHT. 
 
Abbie sits opposite Bong. She watches him as he eats 
his meal. Bong looks up. 
 

BONG 
Gusto mo bang makihati? 

 
Abbie gasps inaudibly. 
 

ABBIE 
Hindi po. Nagpapahinga lang ako. 

 
Bong continues to eat. 

 
 
 
(CONTINUED) 
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CONTINUED: (2) 

 
BONG 

Ikaw ba miss, tumutugtog ka rin? 
 
Beat. 
 

ABBIE 
Opo. 

 
BONG 

Anong instrumento? 
 

ABBIE 
Gitara po. 

 
BONG 

Oh! 
 
He takes his guitar out, plays the melody of the 
Promise Song. 
 

ABBIE 
Ang lungkot naman ng kantang iyan. 

 
BONG  

Ah- wala namang malungkot hangga’t 
hindi ito natatapos. Hangga’t wala 
ka pa doon, masaya pa rin siya. 

 
Abbie wipes her eyes discretely. Abbie looks at the 
guitar, longingly. 
 

BONG  
Eto, may tanong ako. Ano sa 
tingin mo ang magsasabi kung 
magiging matagumpay ang isang 
musikero sa larangan niya, yung 
tugtog o yung tumutugtog? 

 
ABBI

E 
(quickly) 

Yung tugtog. 
 

BONG  
Ah. Diyan ka nagkakamali. Ang 
isang kanta, kapag wala sa puso ng 
tumutugtog, basura pa din ang 
kalalabasan. Pero pag galing lahat 
dito (points at heart), sasabayan 
ka ng mga tao. Alam nila yun. Alam 
nilang may puso. Ikaw iyon, hindi 
yung kanta. (beat) 

 
Someboday knocks on the door. Abbie points at the sign 
CLOSED. 

 
(CONTINUED) 
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CONTINUED: (3) 
 

 
BONG (cont’d)  

Mga tao talaga, hindi na 
marunong magbasa. 

 
Abbbie looks at him. Bong chuckles softly. 
 

ABBIE 
Akala ko ba wala kayong makita? 

 
BONG  

I believe ang definition ng legally 
blind ay kung 20/200 na ang vision 
mo.(chuckles) May nakikita pa rin 
ako, pero sobrang labo. at sobrang 
dilim. Hugis ka nalang sa akin. 

 
Bong laughs. Abbie smiles. 
 

ABBIE 
Hindi po ba kayo nanghihinayang? 

 
BONG  

Hmm. You could say that. Ang dami 
kong hindi na makikita, mga taong 
hindi makikilala. Pero... napagisip 
isip ko, hindi naman kailangan ng 
mata sa pagtugtog. Kailangan mo ng 
tenga, ng bibig, ng kamay. Mata? 
Hindi na yan importante. (whispers) 
chaka mas malaki sila magbigay ng 
tip kapag bulag ka. 

 
Abbie sighs. 
 

ABBI
E 
(pabalang
)  

Mukhang wala na kayong ibang 
mahal kundi musika. 

 
Beat. 
 

BONG  
Dati, meron akong ______________, 
grabe sobrang linis ng tunog. One 
of the best na maairrerecommnd ko. 

 
Abbie glances at the guitar. 
 

ABBIE 
Bakit hindi iyon yung nasa inyo? 
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CONTINUED: (4) 

 
BONG 

Pinamigay ko na kasi iyon. 
 

ABBIE  
Oh, akala ko ba pinakamahal 
niyo siya, bakit niyo siya 
pinamigay lang kung sino sino? 

 
BONG  

Binigay ko siyang regalo sa anak 
ko, yun kasi ang gusto niyang pang 
birthday gift. Nung mga panahong 
iyon, natatakot na akong gamitin 
yung gitara kasi lumalabo na yung 
paningin ko. Baka mahulog, o 
magasgasan. Sayang, mahal ko yun 
eh! Una ko yun. (beat) Kaya 
binigay ko nalang siya doon sa 
taong alam kong mag-aalaga katulad 
ng kung paano ko iyon inalagaan. 
Feeling ko naman, tinupad niya 
yung pangako niya. 

 
Abbie quietly sniffs. She looks at her guitar by her 
side, scratched and dented. 
 

BONG  
Nung tumutugtog ako, isang kanta 
lang yung tumatak talaga sa mga 
tao. Doon ako sumikat. inspired 
yun ng anak ko! (laughs). Alam mo 
yung batang iyon, malamang ganito 
din siya tulad sa akin, pero mas 
magaling! Palagi ko naman sinasabi 
sa batang iyon na mas magaling 
siya sa akin- Naku! Kung marinig 
mong mag-lead iyon? Halimaw. 

 
Abbie sniffs, covers her mouth. She wipes her tears with 
her hands. 
 

BONG  
Palagi kong sinasabi- ikaw Abbie del 
Rosario, ikaw ang pinakahihirangin 
ng musikero sa buong mundo! Aangatan 
mo ako, sabi ko sa kanya, 
magkakaroon ka ng fans hanggang New 
Zealand! Tapos tatalon talon siya sa 
kama, sasabihin niya, Papa, i love 
you. Tapos sasabihan ko siyang, I 
love you, too, anak. 

 
Abbie nods, her tears freely flowing. 

 
 
 
(CONTINUED) 
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CONTINUED: (5) 
 

 
BONG (cont’d)  

Gusto kong malaman niya na hindi 
nagbago at magbabago yung 
pagmamahal ko sa kanya, na meron 
pa rin siyang tatay na 
matatakbuhan kahit anong mangyari. 

 
Bong sniffs audibly. He uses his collar to wipe off his nose 
 

BONG (cont’d) Uh-
hmm. (laughs softly) Naku,  
napaiyak na kita. SOrry miss, ha. 
Hindi pa naman tayo magkakilala. 
Ang kapal ng mukha kong magdrama! 

 
Abbie laughs. 
 

ABBIE  
Ok lang po. (beat) Tay kung 
bibigyan kayo ng pagkakataon na 
makausap si Abbie, papayag po 
ba kayo? 

 
BONG  

Sana maalala niya pa ako pag 
nagkita kami. Sa ganitong 
kalagayan, hindi ko na siya 
kayang mamukhaan. 

 
ABBIE  

Paano niyo malalaman na a-si 
Abbie nga yung kausap niyo? 

 
BONG  

Mawalang galang na miss, tingin ko 
naman, makikilala ko kaagad ang 
anak ko kapag nakausap ko siya. 

 
Abbie gasps softly 
 

BONG  
Sana hindi siya galit. Tanggap ko 
naman kung galit siya sakin kasi... 
kasi pumalpak din naman ako eh. 

 
ABBIE 

Hindi po siya galit. In fact...  
panigurado sobrang tuwa niyang 
malaman na nandito kayo ngayon. 

 
BONG 

Sigurado ka, ha. 
 
 
 
(CONTINUED) 
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CONTINUED: (6) 
 

 
ABBIE 

Opo! Matutuwa iyon. 
 

BONG 
Promise? 

 
Abbie smiles, she plays the Promise Song. Bong smiles 
in faint recognition. 
 

CUT TO BLACK 
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CHAPTER VI.  SCREENSHOTS 
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CHAPTER VII. FACULTY CRITIQUE 

 Love is a Promise was screened at the UP Cine Adarna on May 16, 2017. It was 

the third film presented, at round 10:00 in the morning. Eight faculty members were 

present as the panel: Prof. Sari Lluch Dalena, Prof. Robert Rownd, Prof. Jason Banal, 

Prof. Roland Tolentino, Prof. Melissa A. Dela Merced, Prof. Nick Deocampo, Prof. 

Patrick F. Campos, and Prof. Anne Marie G. de Guzman. The filmmaker, nervous as her 

adviser, Dr. Grace Javier Alfonso, was not present during the defense, prepared herself 

for the questions the panel will ask her.  

Prof. Sari Dalena was the first person to speak, and she commended the 

filmmaker upon reading that she took on the role of being the Writer, Director, Director 

of Photography, and Editor of her film. She praised the filmmaker for harnessing all the 

technical lessons she learned from her classes, though Prof. Dalena questioned the 

practice, reminding the filmmaker of the time the two of them talked when the filmmaker 

arranged her paper for the Canon-UPFI grant, asking if doing all the work hindered the 

filmmaker in doing her best. The filmmaker responded that admittedly, she was stretched 

since she was trying to cover all the key positions in doing her film, but the filmmaker 

wanted to create a unique way of telling her story, and also reflect the experimentalism of 

the film even in the process of creating the film. The filmmaker stated that she had a 

vision, and while her execution of her vision may be flawed, she wanted to stick to the 

authenticity and the identity of her work, which the filmmaker believed she has achieved. 

Prof. Dalena then asked a follow up question regarding the genre of the film, asking what 

makes the filmmaker’s film experimental. The filmmaker replied that the film explores 

the thought process of the main character, the daydreams she ahs about meeting her 
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father, and how she comes up with the narratives that could happen if she does meet her 

father. Prof. Dalena also commented on the inserts the filmmaker used in the 

protagonist’s thought process, saying that the filmmaker’s film would be more effective 

if she had used different images instead of recurring images in the two songs played, 

because it suggests that the filmmaker lacked footages. Prof. Dalena also suggested 

exploring a tighter edit of the film, with the inserts quite distracting from the narrative the 

film is telling. Prof. Dalena then praised the filmmaker for her work and thanked her 

afterwards. 

 Prof. Banal then asked the filmmaker whether the whole narrative is real or is it 

all happening inside her protagonist’s head. The question made the filmmaker smile. She 

answered that none of her film really happened in real life, re-emphasizing the 

experimental aspect of her film. The filmmaker also stressed that all the technical 

“weaknesses” of the film are deliberate, showing the brokenness of the main character 

through the form- roughness of the edit, the uneven volume of sound, the bleakness of the 

color, the blandness of the acting, and the seemingly illogical flow of the narrative, 

exampling the scene the filmmaker shot in Lagos del Sol, wherein when screened have a 

softer volume compared to the rest of the film. The filmmaker explained that that scene, 

one of the happy scenes of the film, shows the distance from happiness the protagonist 

feels, The on scene she as happy, but when she was thinking about it, she couldn’t hear 

anything, which translates to the audience having difficulty hearing it as well. The 

filmmaker described it to them as ‘like opening a book at a random page and reading it 

without context’, with emphasis on the filmmaker’s priority of getting to know the 

character more than telling the story of her and her father’s meeting. The filmmaker 
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wanted to insert a little hint of surrealism, just a touch of out worldly-ness to make the 

readers question if everything is real or not, to which Prof. Banal replied that the 

surrealism was not picked up by the panel, and if the filmmaker wanted her film to be 

more surrealist, she should explore more elements that would hint the surrealism of the 

film. He also echoed Prof. Sari’s comments on exploring a tighter edit of the film. 

 Prof. Campos commented about the missed opportunities the film could’ve 

touched on. Given that the film was presented as a musical film, it should have contained 

more performance scenes (the father playing, the daughter and the father playing 

together, etc.) Prof. Campos also commented on the performance of the actors 

themselves; that the filmmaker should’ve gotten a better musician so as to be able to 

express the emotions the film wants to convey. Overall, however, Prof. Campos praised 

the filmmaker for the interesting story she has uniquely presented. The filmmaker 

thanked Prof. Campos for his comments afterwards. 

 Prof. Dela Merced asked the filmmaker if she used a tripod while shooting. The 

filmmaker answered no, stating that the shakiness of the shots reflect the daughter’s 

shaky perspective of her father and of her own situation. Although Prof. Dela Merced 

commended the filmmaker’s artistic decisions, she also pointed out how problematic 

viewing the content was because of the unevenness of the visuals. She also pointed out 

that she needs more visual cues to show that the father is blind, instead of the father 

saying that he is blind, or at least legally blind. The filmmaker thanked Prof. Dela Merced 

for her comments afterwards. 

 Lastly, Prof. Rownd also praised the story telling process of the filmmaker, 

commenting that the script and conceptual editing of the film was very strong, making 
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the use of Lacanian method subtle and not forced. He also commented, however, on the 

performance actors, echoing Prof. Campos’ sentiments on the performances seen in the 

film. Overall, Prof. Rownd commended the filmmaker for her artistic choices, and 

sticking to the authenticity of the filmmaking process. 

 The filmmaker was very happy with the outcome of the defense. Admittedly, she 

feels nervous, given that her film is really a film that couldn’t be understood at the first 

watching. The filmmaker was scared that the panel wouldn’t be at the same page with her 

with regards to the meaning making process the film requires for it to be understood, and 

admittedly, the filmmaker was ready at that time to get very defensive of her film. It was 

through the grace of God that panel liked and appreciated the efforts of the filmmaker 

favorably; amidst the technical suggestions they gave in improving the film.  

 In the defense forms of the panel, most of the faculty praised the story the film 

has, and the strength of the concept. Prof. Sari Dalena praised the filmmaker’s unsual and 

free-flowing weaving of music and flashbacks. She also commended the film’s color 

grading which reflects the darkening mood of the film. Prof. Roland Tolentino praised 

the story’s premise, but stated that the direction of the duo’s meeting could still be staged 

better, and with Prof. Nick Deocampo echoing his sentiments, pointing out that the 

father-daughter story brings out the drama between two persons sharing the same love for 

music as high points, and the lack of the back story that establishes the relationship of the 

characters as the low points of the film. Prof. Banal complimented the filmmaker as an 

intimate yet generous auteurist, to which the filmmaker was so happy to receive, given 

that the comment was from the professor that she highly respects with regards to artistic 

opinion. Many of the faculty commented on the film’s technicalities, and suggested to the 
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filmmaker how she could still improve the presentation of her film, with Prof. Melissa 

Dela Merced suggesting for the filmmaker to re-export her film as the original frame 

settings of the film are different form the projector’s settings, causing some glitches 

during the screening.  Prof. Anne de Guzman commented on the film’s dim setting and 

non-use of a tripod, and Prof. Rob Rownd wrote that the filmmaker should do a more 

elaborate sound mix since the film is essentially about sound.  

 The filmmaker was very happy after the defense. She met with her family after 

wards and they celebrated the success of the screening. The filmmaker also met with 

some of her friends, and they commented that her film has that hidden yet puncturing 

emotional value, making them feel the rawness of emotion the film contains. The 

filmmaker, not expecting their comments, was happy her film caused an emotional 

response from the audience. The filmmaker could now heave a sigh of relief now that the 

defense was finally over.  
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CHAPTER VII.  IMPLICATIONS AMD RECOMMENDATIONS 

 The filmmaker, albeit proud of the product of her efforts, would not have been as 

successful without the overwhelming love and prayers of her loved ones in support to the 

vision she has for her film.  

 Producing Love is a Promise has always been the pinnacle of the filmmaker’s 

college life. Having carried the film and developed it for the totality of 9 months, like a 

babe being nurtured in the womb, was not an easy journey to fulfill, and was proven to be 

crowded with numerous obstacles that could only be toppled over by faith. There were 

nights when the filmmaker was on the verge of giving up; questioning the sense of what 

she was doing, and how her work would create an impact in her society. She often found 

herself crying out to God, relying on him for strength and heavenly wisdom.  

 Filmmaking was, is, and has always been a collaborative process. Attempting to 

take full creative control on a film has always been an artistic decision that needs 

thorough and committed judgment. The filmmaker’s attempt to take over all the key 

positions in her film, as she is in most of her productions, and having her family as her 

crew, made her realize the importance of a team that shared the vision, dedication, and 

tenacity she expects from herself, a team she could trust and draw strength from in 

completing her film. That kind of bonding experience not only strengthened their 

relationship, but also developed the professional and artistic talents of the family 

members, especially the younger generation exposed early to the craft of filmmaking.  

 Time management is an art that needs to be mastered by every artist that wants to 

exceed his or her expectations from themselves. The filmmaker understands that if not for 

her under preparation, most especially in the pre-production stage- reservation of 
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equipment, availability of cast and crew, availability of the location, etc. – she could’ve 

produced a better output and stick to the original concept she proposed, and to the 

original schedule she planned to follow.  

 Shooting so late and so close to the deadline has always been a red flag with 

regards to filmmaking, given that the entirety of the production value all the depends on 

the amount of time spent on the principal photography and post-production process of the 

film. The filmmaker understood the situation presented to her when she was offered to 

the Canon-UPFI grant, but still she was flabbergasted in amount of strength- physically, 

mentally, emotionally, and spiritually- she needs to be able to reach the desired deadline.  

 With all this, the filmmaker still desires to shoot the original version of her script. 

Although she is happy with the outcome of her efforts right now, the filmmaker wanted 

to see how she would develop the story of Ophelia, carrying all that she has learned from 

the experience of developing Love is a Promise.  

 The filmmaker is very thankful for all the love and support she received because 

of this film. In the end, Love is a Promise is a product of sweat, blood, and tears, not only 

of the filmmaker but also of her family, her friends, and most especially her adviser, who 

has always been at the filmmaker’s side. Her trust to the filmmaker is what helped her 

endure the entirety of the thesis semester, and event though she as not present during the 

defense, her adviser has already given her enough conviction that propelled the 

filmmaker in doing her best in the last leg of this semester. Truly, Love is a Promise is an 

embodiment of the filmmaker’s journey as an undergraduate film student of the 

University of the Philippines Diliman, one that has forged her into becoming a better 

craftsman than she ever was. 
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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCITON 

A. BACKGROUND 

 

It	   has	   been	   emphasized	   in	   John	   Bowlby’s	   Attachment	   Theory	   that	   the	   roles	   the	  

caregivers	  play	  in	  the	  course	  of	  child	  development	  greatly	  affect	  the	  child’s	  cognitive,	  social,	  

and	  emotional	  development.	  Not	  only	  so,	   the	   level	  of	   involvement	   the	  caregivers	  provide	  

during	  the	  early	  stages	  of	  growing	  up	  can	  also	  directly	  affect	  the	  trust	  building	  skills	  of	  the	  

child,	  especially	  in	  establishing	  the	  foundations	  of	  his/her	  relationship	  with	  the	  parents.	  	  	  

Mostly,	   children	   associate	   the	   role	   of	   the	   primary	   parental	   figure	   to	   the	  mothers,	  

being	   more	   trusting	   and	   familiar	   to	   her,	   and	   the	   role	   of	   the	   ‘other’	   to	   the	   father.	   The	  

decision	   to	   form	   a	   ‘relationship’	   with	   his/her	   father	   is	   one	   of	   the	   early	   trust	   making	  

decisions	   a	   child	  makes	   and	   is	   usually	   a	   benchmark	   of	  measuring	   emotional	  maturity	   in	  

growing	  up.	  When	  trust	  is	  established,	  the	  child	  would	  develop	  a	  healthy	  attachment	  to	  the	  

father,	  and	  later	  on	  to	  other	  people	  as	  well,	  and	  would	  have	  a	  more	  positive	  outlook	  in	  life.	  

However,	   breaking	   the	   trust,	   especially	   during	   a	   critical	   stage	   (adolescence	   up	   to	  

early	  adulthood),	  would	  result	  in	  developing	  an	  insecure	  relationship	  with	  other	  people	  in	  

general,	  manifesting	   itself	   in	   the	   levels	  of	  anxiety	  and	  avoidance	   the	  person	  experiences.,	  

especially	  for	  the	  young	  women	  who	  experience	  rejection	  from	  their	  fathers.	  	  

Having	   been	   surrounded	   by	   young	   women	   in	   this	   kind	   of	   situation	   fuels	   the	  

filmmaker	  in	  touching	  more	  of	  the	  raw	  emotions	  these	  people	  have	  in	  accordance	  to	  their	  

view	  of	  their	  fathers	  and	  the	  male	  population	  in	  general-‐	  advocating	  in	  having	  their	  voices	  

heard	  and	  reaching	  out	  with	   love	  and	  reassurance	   to	   those	  who	  have	  been	  victimized	  by	  

this	  occurrence.	  

 



B. RATIONALE 

 

This film is about the mending of a strained father-daughter relationship, a successful 

young woman’s journey of forgiveness in response to her father’s efforts to reconcile with her.  

I decided to push through this story, amidst the challenges it brings, mainly because I 

wanted to show the intensity of parental love and attachment- a primal instinct that caregivers 

develop for their young, and also because I wanted the audience, especially the young people 

who are in the same situation as my character, feel this kind of emotion- or hear this kind of 

support - from a father figure, reassuring them of their worth, not only to the society, but to him 

as a person. 

As I have dedicated this production to my faith, I wanted my film to reflect the love of 

the Father to the world; hopefully becoming a beacon of hope in moments we forget who we are 

to Him, and what He has done for us. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CHAPTER II. FRAMEWORK 

PSYCHOANALYSIS 

 

Psychoanalysis Theory of Jacques Lacan focuses on the three realms that people go 

through as they age: The Imaginary Realm, Symbolic Realm, and the Reality. Transition to the 

Symbolic realm from the Imaginary takes place at the Mirror stage, wherein the child, not having 

a conscious knowledge of her sees herself in front of a mirror and sees her reflection. In the 

process, the child would be able to recognize herself as another person, before realizing that what 

he/she sees is just she, therefore recognizing one’s self by being an other.  

This process can be applied to the relationship of the viewer to the screen of the cinema, 

where as the dark and quiet movie house represent the Imaginary realm, and when the film starts, 

the Mirror phase occurs, therefor transferring the audience to the Symbolic realm, aiding them in 

suturing their minds to the characters in the film. In a way, they stabilize their knowledge of 

themselves by being an other, and using the template of the lives of the characters as their own. 

In Ophelia, the main character would remember recurring memories, which are triggered 

by the events that are happening around her and certain objects that she uses.  The main 

character’s interaction with the Music Store owner serves as a catalyst in breaking the walls she 

built around herself to cage her feelings. Slowly the traumatic memories she associates with the 

objects fade out, freeing the main character from the past she is chained to.  

 

 

 

 



CHAPTER III. REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE  

 

The filmmaker’s inspiration for the her film’s storyline, aesthetic, character’s disposition 

and decision-making are taken from several modern day films that captured her heart.  

 

Begin Again (Dir. John Carney, 2013) 

 Begin Again is an American Musical about a chance encounter of a disgraced music 

business executive and a young singer-songwriter in Manhattan. Their relationship develops into 

a collaboration of talents, bringing forth a pool of musicians to help them achieve their goals. 

 The filmmaker is largely inspired by the concept of the film, especially with its use of 

music in the narrative, and the amazing soundtracks they used. The filmmaker wants to imitate 

how the film incorporates so flawlessly the songs without overdosing the audience with music. 

 

August Rush (Dir. Kirsten Sheridan, 2007) 

 Same as Begin Again, the filmmaker is largely inspired by the August Rush’s concept, 

now incorporating the element of family, loss, abandonment, and the search of a home by a 

child.  This film features a family involved in music of all genres, creating a strong bond that can 

be tangibly felt by one another. 

 Like this film, the filmmaker also wants to show the strength of music in bringing the 

characters back together even after separation. 

 

 

 



Rudderless (Dir. William H. Macy) 

Rudderless features a grieving father who discovers his deceased son’s passion for music 

sets out to form band, in the hopes of reaching catharsis. The film, like August Rush, also 

features a family involved in the music industry.  The filmmaker would like to take the over 

flowing pool of emotion of this film, and how the director uses music in healing grievances be 

applied to her own film, contextualizing it to an estranged father-daughter relationship. 

 

Track 1 (Dir. Vivien Del Valle, 2016) 

Track 1 is an entry in the UP Film Institute’s student competition Black Beret, a 

competition of the short films of the semester’s Directing students. The film is about the 

downfall of a band that was once successful in their music career. Inspired by the director’s 

effort in centering music in her film despite the difficulties reassured the filmmaker’s decision in 

choosing this concept. 

 

I, America (Dir. Ivan Andrew Payawal, 2016) 

I, America centers on a half Pinay, half Caucasian lady trying to get a US passport and 

visa to be able to meet her father personally for the first time with the help of an American living 

in Olongapo City. I, America reflects the complicated relationship fathers and daughters have, 

especially when it is formed at a later age, when the woman is already grown up and is able to 

make decisions of her own. 

 The film represents the internal struggles of both parties, specifically the father’s 

thoughts in taking in his daughter. The filmmaker wants to flesh out this kind of relationship in 



her own father-daughter film, displaying the unsaid yearning, hurt, confusion, anger of the 

characters out in the open. 

 

The Danish Girl (Dir. Tom Hooper, 2015) 

 The Danish Girl is a fictitious story set in the 1930’s of Danish Artists Lili Elbe and 

Gerda Wegener, revolving around Lili’s journey of becoming a transgender pioneer. The film’s 

cinematography is simply exemplary. Its use of extreme wide shots to capture the beauty of the 

location/set contrast with the extreme close up shots that reveal the hidden emotions of the 

characters created a remarkable impression, and a large inspiration to the filmmaker’s vision of 

how her film would also look like. 

 

Fathers and Daughters (Dir.  Gabrielle Muccino, 2015) 

 Fathers and Daughters is about a Pulitzer- wining writer struggles in raising his daughter 

as a widower after suffering from a mental breakdown. 27 years later, his grown daughter 

struggles to create connections to the world. One major similarity of this film to the filmmaker’s 

is the direct comparison of jobs the fathers had. Fathers and Daughters features a writer; 

Ophelia features a musician, both of which are professions that are mocked in not being able to 

produce big amounts of money. The film showcases the effect of the father’s going away to the 

daughter, on how their separation affected her ability to trust others. 

 Likewise, the filmmaker would also want to show this kind of situation in her film, 

contextualizing it to the Philippine Setting, showing the effects of having an absentee father to 

the lives of young women. 

 



Hamlet (Dir. Kenneth Branagh, 1996) 

 Hamlet, a film adapted from the classical Shakespeare play of the same name, features 

the discovery of the Prince of Denmark of his father’s murder and mother’s remarrying of the 

murder upon his return. After watching this film in class, (F135), the filmmaker has fancied the 

name ‘Ophelia’, Hamlet’s love interest in the film, and is inspired by her overall appearance in 

creating the filmmaker’s main character, and their band name. 

 

Ophelia (The Lumineers, 2016) 

 This song and music video is one of the main catalysts of the filmmaker in 

conceptualizing her film. Also like Hamlet, the song and the music video of The Lumineer’s 

Ophelia serves as an inspiration, not only for the title but also for the beat and tempo of the film. 

The music video features a surrealistic walk in the park of the band’s vocalist, while another 

persona of him is performing in a bar. The song has an excellent bass line, heightening up the 

tempo alongside the piano.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CHAPTER IV. STORYLINE 

A. SYNOPSIS 

 

A once-famous prodigious singer-songwriter gets triggered of her traumatic memories by 

the events that happen around her. Having been traumatized by her father leaving, she has 

stopped playing music and now works as a bar waitress. By a chance of fate, she meets the 

owner of a run down Music Shop downtown, finding solace and answers in his company.  

 

B. STORYLINE 

 

I. NARRATIVE 

a. PAST (MEMORIES) 

i. Young Abbie’s (prodigious singer-songwriter) first performance with 

Meng (Father) as a band named ‘Ophelia’ 

ii. Young Abbie performing her first song 

iii. Young Abbie reassuring her father that he is progressing in his music 

career 

iv. Meng receives unpaid bills, debt ridden 

v. Meng decides to leave Young Abbie with a relative, in which she 

vehemently disagrees. 

vi. Young Abbie being left behind, throwing tantrums in the process, as Meng 

goes out to work. 

vii. Young Abbie destroying her instruments and all her ties to her father. 



b. PRESENT 

i. Abbie reminisces of her time spent with her father when they were 

together. 

ii. By fate, she passes by a Music Shop playing one of their CD’s. She enters, 

meets Tomas (Owner of the Music Shop) 

iii. Tomas gives Abbie a copy of unpublished songs of ‘Ophelia’ 

iv. Abbie tries to listen to the CD’s but cannot. Her past is catching up to her, 

with all the things she destroyed and decided to forget returning and being 

noticed once again. 

v. Abbie revisits Tomas in the Music Shop, seeks solace in the presences of 

musical instruments. 

vi. Abbie is forced to perform in the bar she’s working in, bringing back 

painful memories. 

vii. She gets the guitar she destroyed when she was younger, and decided to 

throw it away along with the CD’s Tomas gave her. 

viii. Abbie revisits Tomas to return the CD’s. Tomas notices the guitar back 

and offers to fix the guitar, even at Abbie’s refusal. Tomas admitted that 

he knows who Meng is, and wants Abbie to know that Meng loves her. 

Tomas hands Abbie the last CD, urging her to listen to it. Abbie leaves her 

guitar with Tomas. 

ix. Abbie listens to the CD, revealing that they were debt ridden, and her 

father can no longer support her. In shame, he cannot bear to come back 

after not being able to raise Abbie up properly.  



x. At the end of the CD, it is revealed that Meng is actually Tomas, who 

shyly cannot tell Abbie the truth in guilt and shame. and is currently 

managing a music shop downtown 

xi. Abbie revisits the music shop, cleared of her negative emotions. Tomas 

hands her her fixed guitar. Abbie acknowledges her father, thanks her for 

everything. 

 

II. SEQUENCING OF EVENTS 

a. Young Abbie’s (prodigious singer-songwriter) first performance with Meng 

(Father) as a band named ‘Ophelia’ 

b. Abbie reminisces of her time spent with her father when they were together. 

c. By fate, she passes by a Music Shop playing one of their CD’s. She enters, meets 

Tomas (Owner of the Music Shop) 

d. Tomas gives Abbie a copy of unpublished songs of ‘Ophelia’ 

e. Abbie tries to listen to the CD’s but cannot. Her past is catching up to her, with all 

the things she destroyed and decided to forget returning and being noticed once 

again. 

f. Young Abbie performing her first song 

g. Abbie revisits Tomas in the Music Shop, seeks solace in the presences of musical 

instruments. 

h. Abbie is forced to perform in the bar she’s working in, bringing back painful 

memories. 

i. Young Abbie reassuring her father that he is progressing in his music career 



j. She gets the guitar she destroyed when she was younger, and decided to throw it 

away along with the CD’s Tomas gave her. 

k. Abbie revisits Tomas to return the CD’s. Tomas notices the guitar back and offers 

to fix the guitar, even at Abbie’s refusal. Tomas admitted that he knows who 

Meng is, and wants Abbie to know that Meng loves her. Tomas hands Abbie the 

last CD, urging her to listen to it. Abbie leaves her guitar with Tomas. 

l. Abbie listens to the CD, revealing that they were debt ridden, and her father can 

no longer support her. In shame, he cannot bear to come back after not being able 

to raise Abbie up properly.  

m. Meng receives unpaid bills, debt ridden 

n. Meng decides to leave Young Abbie with a relative, in which she vehemently 

disagrees. 

o. Young Abbie being left behind, throwing tantrums in the process, as Meng 

goes out to work. 

p. Young Abbie destroying her instruments and all her ties to her father. 

q. At the end of the CD, it is revealed that Meng is actually Tomas, who shyly 

cannot tell Abbie the truth in guilt and shame. and is currently managing a music 

shop downtown 

r. Abbie revisits the music shop, cleared of her negative emotions. Tomas hands her 

her fixed guitar. Abbie acknowledges her father, thanks her for everything. 

 

 

 



C. TREATMENT 

 

Ophelia will focus on Abbie as the main character, and how she reacts to the triggers she 

experience as the film progresses. The film will be character driven, banking on the ability of the 

characters to make healthy decisions that will create an impact in the story.  

Music plays a big role in storytelling. The film would be sound heavy, with the character 

often hearing music/ systematic noise in everyday sounds. Even so, the film will be a balance of 

visuals and dialogue, with a few song numbers in between scenes to either set the mood or tell a 

backstory.  

Water would be a recurring element in the film. Having a narration about waves of the 

sea, the film will also feature snippets of city life, all involving water: puddles, fountains, 

gardening, rain (if possible), drinking, faucets, etc. It is in reference with the character Ophelia, 

who drowned in the original play of Hamlet. It is used as the band name (and the title) in this 

film. It is also to symbolize how the main character is drowning in her past in her attempt to 

forget her father. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



D. VISUAL TREATMENT 

 

 

• Upper Left and Bottom: The Danish Girl (Cinematography/ Color Grading) 
• Upper Right: Begin Again (Lighting) 
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1 INT. NIGHT. BAR LOUNGE

People eating, talking. Host setting up the stage.

FEMALE VOICE (V.O.)

Minsan may mga taong dinadala ng

agos ng tadhana sa buhay natin

HOST

Ladies and gentlemen, lets give it

up for Ophelia!

Crowd applause. Meng and ABbie climbs up the stage.

MENG

Hello. Kami iyon. Akala niyo

sexying babae lalabas no?

Crowd laughs

MENG (cont’d)

Kung nagtataka kayo, yung anak ko

yung nagpangalan sa amin. Cool,

diba? Anyway, Ako nga pala si Meng,

this is my daughter, Abbie. This is

actually her first time performing,

(beat) medj kinakabahan pa siya,

kaya lets cheer her up!

Crowd cheers

MENG

Kaya natin ’to nak.

Meng smiles at Abbie. Abbie gulps, starts to play,

They perform SONG #1, duet of two guitars between father and

daughter.

2 INT. DAY. APARTMENT

MENG opens an envelope. Abbie watches eagerly.

MENG

You have been chosen by *company’s

name* to sign a recor deal

Abbie screams in delight. SHe hugs MEng tight. Meng lifts

her up and spins her around.



2.

3 EXT. DAY. STREET

Abbie ang meng perform. People stop to listen

4 INT. NIGHT. BAR

Crowd applause. Meng points at Abbie proudly. Abbie takes a

bow. More applause

FEMALE VOICE (V.O.)

Minsan ang agos ding iyon ang

nagtatangay sa kanila papalayo.

CUT TO:

5 INT. NIGHT. DIFFERENT BAR- YEARS LATER

ABBIE, now mid 20’s, waitress, stares absentmindedly at the

crowd. Her nametag glints in the studio lights. She mops the

floor in a monotonous motion.

6 INT. NIGHT. APARTMENT- (STUDIO LANG PARA MAGKACONNECT ANG

LIVING AND KITCHEN)YEARS LATER

Door opens. Abbie opens the lights, panting.

Abbie closes the door, heaves a deep sigh. She puts her keys

by the hook above the kitchen table.

The whole place is neat and tidy. Music sheets neatly

stacked on the shelves. Instruments backed up against the

wall. Curtains straightened out. Her collection of the

Beatles bobble heads sit neatly on her shelf, beside a

collection of CD albums. Frames of photographs lined up

containing pictures of her gigs, awards in school, medals,

friends, etc. Posters of her favorite bands tacked on her

wall. A big jar of coins safely hidden by the most bottom

shelf. A dusty GUITAR BAG rests on the veryt op shelf

Abbie eats dinner alone.

7 EXT. DAY. CITY- MONTAGE

Early morning. Few Cars driving on the road. People walking

to their destination. Trees swaying in the breeze. Birds

feeding on the ground. Flowers sprouting by the cracks on

the road.

Abbie sits on a bar stool by the counter.
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8 INT. DAY. BAR

Abbie sits by the bar counter, coke in one hand, pen in the

other. She writes on her notebook.

People walk past her. She covers her notebook, quickly puts

it in her bag. When they’re gone, she takes it out agian,

continues to write.

9 INT. NIGHT. APARTMENT- (STUDIO LANG PARA MAGKACONNECT ANG

LIVING AND KITCHEN)

Door opens. She puts her bag down beside the door. Abbie

puts her keys by the hook above the kitchen table.

She lies down on her sofa. A dusty guitar bag rests on the

very top shelf.

A skewed picture of Meng and Young Abbie stands out form the

rest.

10 INT. DAY. BAR

Abbie takes orders from customers. BAR MANAGER approaches

her.

BAR MANAGER

Andito ka pa rin? Kaninang umaga ka

pa ah.

ABBIE

Nagleave si Krysten eh. Kinover ko

lang yung shift niya

BAR MANAGER

Magpahinga ka na, ako na magcocover

sa inyo.

ABBIE

Okay lang?

BAR MANAGER

Wag ka mag-alala, sagot kita

Abbie smiles.

ABBIE

Thanks sir.

Abbie exits. Bar Manager taps her shoulders.
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11 EXT. DAY. STREET

Abbie walks steadily across the street on her way home,

rubbing her eyes.

FEMALE VOICE (V.O.)

Minsan, pati ikaw, hindi mo

napapansin, inaagos na rin.

She hears familiar music, SONG #2 follows it, and passes by

a *RUNDOWN MUSIC SHOP*. She peaks inside, enters.

12 INT. DAY. TOMAS’S MUSIC SHOP

SONG #2:

Door hits wind chimes.

Abbie looks around, awed.

Rows and rows of instruments neatly lined up on the wall.

Albums, vinyl records, band merchandise sit on the shelves.

Her father’s music plays from a CD player. No one is manning

the counter.

ABBIE

Tao po?

Abbie approaches the counter, takes a CD from the stack.

It’s their album.

TOMAS (early to mid 50’s), the owner of the music shop,

appear from the back.

TOMAS

Hello! Sorry hindi kita narinig

agad.

Abbie drops the CD in surprise.

ABBIE

Sorry po!

TOMAS

Naku-

Tomas helps her pick it up.

ABBIE

Thank you po.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: (2) 5.

TOMAS

Ano pangalan mo, ineng? Mukhang

bago ka sa lugar.

ABBIE

Abbie po.

TOMAS

Ah, Abbie.

A look of reconigtion passes through his face.

TOMAS (cont’d)

Ako pala si... ano, Tomas-

ABBIE

Kayo po si... Mang TOmas?

They both laugh. Tomas breaks into a cough.

ABBIE

Okay lang po kayo, Mang TOmas?

TOMAS

Oo. Ang hirap pag tumatanda,

humihina ang katawan. (beat) May

maitutulong ba ako sayo?

ABBIE

Napadaan lang din po ako. Narinig

ko po kasi yung tugtog tapos-

Tomas smiles.

TOMAS

Natatandaan mo yung kanta?

ABBIE

Opo-

TOMAS

Paborito ko yan. Yan yung sikat

nung bata ka, no? Sayang nga eh,

hindi na sila nagtuloy-tuloy, ang

galing pa naman nila. Alam mo ba na

mag-ama yang dalawang kumakanta?

Ang galing nung bata, grabe!

ABBIE

Ah-opo. Saan niyo po nakuha yung

mga album?

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: (3) 6.

TOMAS

Ito? Dineliver ito nung isa kong

kaibigan. Collector din. Sabi niya

bigay din daw sa kanya nung tatay

mismo-

ABBIE

Binigay mismo ni P-Meng?

TOMAS

Oo, hand delivered pa niya.

ABBIE

Alam niyo po ba kung nasaan siya

ngayon? O kung saan siya kinita

nung kaibigan niyo?

Tomas arches his eyebrows in surprise. He smiles

TOMAS

Gusto mo talaga siyang-silang

makita?

ABBIE

Ah, (laughs), opo- uh- fan po kasi

talaga ako. Kabisado ko nga po yung

mga kanta nila eh.

TOMAS

Kinuwento sayo ng tatay mo?

ABBIE

ah- oho, oho. May pagkamusikero din

po yung Tatay ko, actually tinuruan

niya rin akong tumugtog-

TOMAS

At ikaw din? ANg galing naman,

alagang-alaga ka ng tatay mo.

ABbie faintly scowls.

ABBIE

Hindi naman siya kagalingan,

pero... paborito niya rin yang

bandang iyan

TOMAS

Teka may ibibigay ako sayo.

Tomas reaches under the counter, pulls out an unopened stack

of CD’s.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: (4) 7.

TOMAS

Kunin mo ’to-

ABBIE

Ay, wag na po! Wala po akong

pambayad-

TOMAS

Sige na, libre to! Memorabillia to,

mga unplublished songs yan. Nakuha

lang din nung kaibigan ko sa

kaibigan niya yung mga kopya. Yung

iba diyan, home record pa nila!

Pero hindi to commercially

available, baka madali kami sa

publishing rights.

Tomas gives Abbie the stack. Abbie stares at the CD’s in her

hand.

TOMAS

Pakinggan mo lahat ha?

Tomas winks at her, then laughs. Abbie laughs awkwardly.

13 INT. DAY. APARTMENT- (STUDIO LANG PARA MAGKACONNECT ANG

LIVING AND KITCHEN)

Door opens. Abbie opens the lights, panting.

Abbie bangs the door. She puts her keys by the hook above

the kitchen table, places the CD’s on top of the table. SHe

paces around the room.

Abbie looks at the CD’s, grabs one, puts it in her laptop.

Plays.

SOUND: Shuffling.

MENG (V.O.)

Anak lika na, nirecord ko na!

YOUNG ABBIE (V.O.)

Eh, nahihiya ako, Pa.

Abbie stares at the computer.
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14 FLASHBACK

INT. DAY. APARTMENT

Meng and Young Abbie sit on the floor of the apartment.

YOUNG ABBIE

’Tay, paano kung wala namang

nagkagusto dito-

He brushes the hair from Young Abbie’s scowling face.

MENG

PEople will love this, kasi binuhos

mo yung buong ikaw sa kantang ito.

I love it.

Young Abbie smiles.

END OF FLASHBACK

15 INT. DAY. APARTMENT- (STUDIO LANG PARA MAGKACONNECT ANG

LIVING AND KITCHEN)

Abbie listens to the recording.

YOUNG ABBIE

Love you din, Pa.

She closes the laptop forcefully.

16 INT. NIGHT. BAR

Abbie cleans the tables. A singer performs at the stage.

Abbie looks up. Singer goes flat, Abbie grimaces, then

shakes her head in surprise for noticing.

She scratches her head, turns away continues to clean the

tables. Singer goes flat again. Abbie turns back to the

singer, listens carfeully. Singer goes flat again.

Crowd appaluse. Abbie stares at them in disgust.

17 EXT. DAY. CITY- MONTAGE

City bustles with life. Cars zoom past, honking, driving

over puddles. People rushing everywhere. Fountains spewing

out water. Teenagers laugh as they cross the street.

Somebody watering the plants.
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18 INT. DAY. MUSIC SHOP

Doors hit wind chimes.

Tomas, manning the counter, looks up, sees ABbie, and

smiles.

TOMAS

Abbie! Buti bumalik ka.

Abbie smiles back.

Abbie sits by the bench near the counter. Tomas brings her

food and drink.

ABBIE

Ay naku, nag-abala pa po kayo.

TOMAS

okay lang, kumain ka na.

Beat

ABBIE

Thank you po.

She eats.

TOMAS

Bakit ka napadaan ngayon?

ABBIE

Gusto ko lang po ng tahimik. Ang

ingay na ng mundo.

Tomas smiles.

TOMAS

TOtoo yan. Pero, anak, ito lang ang

payo ko sayo: Wag kang masyadong

umiwas sa mundo, ha? Gawin mong

musika ang ingay.

ABBIE

Hindi ko po ata kaya iyon.

TOMAS

Psh. Kaya mo yan. TIngnan mo.

Tomas points by his AC unit buzzing. Cars honking outside.

Their feet shuffles against the floor. Paper rustling in the

wind.
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Door hits wind chimes. A customer walks in. Abbie and TOmas

laugh.

19 EXT. DAY. STREET.

Abbie eats ice cream by the park bench.

FEMALE VOICE (V.O.)

Minsan mahirap labanan ang dagat.

Kadalasan mapapagod ka lamang

lumangoy.

She closes her eyes, listens to the music of everyday city

life.

20 INT. NIGHT. BAR

Abbie takes ordes from customers. BAR MANAGER runs towards.

FEMALE VOICE (V.O.)

Minsan naman, kailangan mo ring

magpatangay, para makapagpahinga.

BAR MANAGER

Abbie kailangan ko ng papalit sa

set ni Roxy.

ABBIE

Ha? Eh sinong papalit sa akin?

BAR MANAGER

Sige na, akyat ka na doon. (to the

crowd) Let’s give it up for our

very own, Abbie!

Crowd applause. Abbie reluctantly goes up the stage. Bar

manager hands her a guitar.

ABBIE

Hi. Uhm- So may sinulat akong kanta

dati, tungkol sa *. Here goes.

Abbie starts playing SONG #3.

21 INT. NIGHT. APARTMENT- (STUDIO LANG PARA MAGKACONNECT ANG

LIVING AND KITCHEN)

Abbie lies in her sofa, CD playing in her laptop.

SONG #4
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22 FLASHBACK

INT. NIGHT. APARTMENT

Abbie lies on Meng’s lap, Meng cleans their instruments.

MENG

Anak.

ABBIE

po?

MENG

Magaling ba si Tatay?

Abbie looks at MEng.

ABBIE

Opo naman ’tay! Kayo ang number

one! Taob niyo si John Lennon!

Meng laughs. He scrathes her head.

MENG

Hay nako anak. Alam na alam mo kung

anong kailangan sabihin.

ABBIE

Naman ’tay. Ako kaya number one fan

mo. Basta ikaw din number one fan

ko, ha.

Meng holds out his pinky.

MENG

Promise.

Abbie completes the pinky swear. They both laugh.

END OF FLASHBACK

23 INT. NIGHT. APARTMENT- (STUDIO LANG PARA MAGKACONNECT ANG

LIVING AND KITCHEN)

ABbie

takes the dusty GUITAR BAG that rests on the very top shelf.

She takes the bag, zips it open.

She lifts the guitar, badly broken, from the bag. She

touches the body, caresses the strings. Stands up, stops the

CD playing.
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24 EXT. DAY. STREET

Abbie walks towards the music shop, guitar bag strapped to

her shoulders.

25 INT. DAY. MUSIC SHOP

Door hits wind chimes.

Tomas, paler, voice fainter than before, has his back by the

door. Quite everything is boxed. As he hears the chimes, he

turns around, sees Abbie, and smiles.

TOMAS

Abbie! Buti bumalik ka.

Abbie smiles back. She takes the CD’s out of her bag. Meng

sees the CD’s.

TOMAS (cont’d)

Oh, Kumusta?

Abbie looks at the CD’s, at Tomas.

ABBIE

Gusto ko po sanang ibalik ito sa

inyo.

TOMAS

Ha? Bakit? Hindi mo ba nagustuhan?

ABBIE

Hindi naman po. Pakiramdam ko lang

po kasi namamasok ako sa moment

nung mag-ama.

Tomas takes the CD’s. Smiles. Tomas notices the guitar bag.

TOMAS

TUmutugtog ka pa rin?

Abbie looks at her back.

ABBIE

Ay opo, dati nung bata ako.

TOMAS

Hindi na ngayon?

ABBIE

Sira na po tong gitara ko eh.

Itatapon ko na po sana, gusto ko

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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ABBIE (cont’d)
lang dumaan sa inyo para ibalik

yung mga CD

TOMAS

Naku wag! Alika, tingnan natin kung

anong maaayos.

ABBIE

Sirang sira na po ito, Mang Tomas-

TOMAS

Walang sirang gitara sa isang

musikero, anak.

Abbie reluctantly places the guitar bag on top of the

counter and opens it.

Tomas soflty gasps. Broken neck, rusting strings, dull body.

Not wanting to show Abbie his surprise, he purses his lips.

TOMAS

(softly)

Kawawa naman.

ABBIE

Kaya pa po ba?

Tomas examines the pieces. He looks at all the chipped off

wood and tries to find the right piece that goes with it.

TOMAS

Kayang kaya. Iwan mo sa akin, tapos

na to samakalawa.

ABBIE

Kahit wag na po-

TOMAS

Okay lang, anak. Gusto kong ayusin

to.

ABBIE

Magkano, po, Mang Tomas?

Abbie rummages for her wallet in her pockets.

TOMAS

Walang bayad-

ABBIE

Mang Tomas-

(CONTINUED)
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TOMAS

Regalo ko na sayo.

Beat. Abbie stares at him incredulously.

ABBIE

Bakit niyo ginagawa to?

Beat.

TOMAS

Kasi alam kong ito yung gugustuhing

gawin ng Tatay mo para sayo.

Abbie takes a step back in surprise. Tomas smiles

TOMAS (cont’d)

He means well sa pagalis niya. Pero

kahit ganoon, hindi ka niya gustong

iwanan. And it hurt him deeply,

seeing you hurt.

He takes the last CD from the stack,slides it to Abbie.

TOMAS (cont’d)

Kahit ito lang.

Abbie starts to say something, Tomas interjects.

TOMAS

Balik ka ulit, sabihin mo sa akin

kung anong tingin mo, okay.

Tomas smiles at her thoughfully, Abbie exits the store.

26 INT. DAY. APARTMENT- (STUDIO LANG PARA MAGKACONNECT ANG

LIVING AND KITCHEN)

Abbie paces back and forth. She looks at the CD by her

laptop. Plays it.Scratching sounds. Meng’s voice.

Abbie stops it. Deep breath. Plays it.

Shuffling. Phone rings.

MENG (V.O.)

Hello? (beat) TUlog na si Abbie.

(beat) Kagagaling lang namin sa gig

eh (beat) Ilang beses ko ng sinabi

sayo, hindi pwede-(beat) paano ang

anak ko- (beat)

CUT TO:
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27 FLASHBACK

INT. DAY. APARTMENT

Door opens, MEng enters. Young Abbie jumps up to hug him. He

gives her a plastic bag of food.

ABBIE

Pa may dumating na sulat!

Young Abbie runs and gives Meng the letter: Bank bills

28 INT. DAY. APARTMENT

Young Abbie paces back and forth the room. Meng packs her

stuff

YOUNG ABBIE

Pa, anong ginagawa mo? Bakit mo ko

ipapamigay?

MENG

Hindi kita ipapamigay, titira ka

lang saglit kina Tita Pipay mo-

YOUNG ABBIE

Ayoko sa kanila, pa! AYoko doon!

Young Abbie storms out the door.

29 INT. NIGHT. APARTMENT

YOung Abbie lies down on the bes crying. Meng lies down

beside her and hugs her. She allows to be hugged.

YOUNG ABBIE

Bakit mo ako ipapamigay?

MENG

May pupuntahan lang si Papa

sandali.

YOUNG ABBIE

Kailan ka babalik?

MENG

Hindi ko pa alam.

Abbie hugs Meng tight.
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30 EXT. DAY. TITA PIPAY’S HOUSE

YOung Abbie screams at the top of her lungs, crying. A

middle age woman restrains her.

YOUNG ABBIE

Papa! Papa!

Meng walks away, not looking back.

31 INT. DAY. TITA PIPAY’S HOUSE

Young Abbie plays her guitar, quiet tears sliding down her

cheek. She starts to cry harder, playing harder as well.

In frustration, Abbie smashes the guitar on the floor.

END OF FLASHBACK

32 INT. DAY. APARTMENT- (STUDIO LANG PARA MAGKACONNECT ANG

LIVING AND KITCHEN)

End of phone call. Meng slightly sobs in the recording.

MENG (V.O.)

Abbie, patawarin mo si Tatay ha?

Mahal na mahal kita, anak.

Abbie stares at the laptop. Tears streams down her face,

33 INT. DAY. MUSIC SHOP

Door hits the wind chimes. Empty room

FEMALE VOICE (V.O.)

Minsan, nakakatakot ang karagatan.

Lalo na’t hindi mo alam kung gaano

kalalim, o gaano ka lamig magiging

ang iyong nilalangoy

No rows and rows of instruments neatly lined up on the wall.

No Albums, vinyl records, band merchandise siting on the

shelves. Boxes everywhere.

FEMALE VOICE (V.O.) (cont’d)

Pero may isang bagay na sigurado

ang mga alon sa yo: Kahit gaano

sila kalakas, dadalin at dadalin ka

nila sa pampang.

(CONTINUED)
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Abbie walks towards TOmas, sweeping the floor. He doesn’t

look up.

ABBIE

Mang Tomas.

He faces Abbie, his eyes red.

TOMAS

Abbie! Kumusta?

He quickly darts towards one box.

TOMAS (cont’d)

Eto pala, ayos na yung gitara mo.

Sabi ko sayo kaya pang ayusin diba?

Pasensya ka na ha, inabutan mong

ganito itsura nung lugar,

nakakalugmok. May maitutulong ba

ako sayo ngayon?

Abbie smiles. She opens the guitar bag. A newly repaired

guitar greets her.

TOMAS

Subukan mo. Binarnisan ko na rin

yan para magmukhang bago ulit.

Abbie plays SONG #4: ABBIE’S SONG. Tomas’ face lights up, He

smiles.

ABBIE

Salamat sa lahat... Papa.

CUT TO BLACK



CHAPTER VI. METHODOLOGY 

A. PRE-PRODUCTION 

 

Official production timeline will start on December 2015, with planning and story 

conceptualizing with close friends and families. The filmmaker would also send out sponsorship 

letters to institutions/ corporations that are related to the topic and motif of the film. 

I would form a small team to help with the production, choosing family members, close 

friends from UPFI Institute, and church mates from Life In Christ Ministries, Inc. who are 

enrolled in Media Arts in other schools. No one has been asked yet, but the crew needed are as 

follows: 

• Executive Producers 

• Assistant Director 

• Production Manager 

o Location Manager 

o Talent Manager 

• Production Designer 

o Art Director 

o Set Designer 

o Costume Designer 

• Sound Designer 

o Sound Recordist 

o Boom Operator 

• Director of Photography 

• Camera Operator 

• Gaffer 

 

 

Story development would continue until January 2017. With the help of the filmmaker’s 

adviser, the script will be subject to review, hopefully ready to shoot by February 2017. By then, 

the filmmaker, together with the Production Manager would already be scouting possible 



locations and talents who would participate in the shooting. The filmmaker’s Production 

Designer would be preparing all the needed sets and materials to be used. 

Songs to be used in the film would also be composed and recorded by late February 2017. 

Date of shoot will be tentatively scheduled on the third to fourth week of March, 2017. 

 

B. PRINCIPAL PHOTOGRAPHY 

 

Two days would be allotted to the principal photography on location. Flashback scenes will be 

filmed on an earlier date, preferably between the last week of February and the first week of 

March.  

C. POST PRODUCTION 

 

The filmmaker would be the one to edit the film, along with the help of friends and classmates. 

Having the right tools and support at home, the filmmaker sees the strategy fit to lessen the 

expenses of the production. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CHAPTER VII. SCHEDULE 

PREPRODUCTION 

DECEMBER 2016 Send out sponsorships/ grants 

JANUARY 2017 Enroll in Film 200 
Assemble Cast and Crew 
First Draft Script DEADLINE 
Script Consultation with Adviser 

1ST WEEK- 2ND 
WEEK: 

3RD WEEK – 4TH 
WEEK 

Production Meeting 
Second Draft Script DEADLINE 
Script Consultation with Adviser 
Coordinate with composers  
for songs to be used in film 

FEBRUARY 2017 Location  scouting/ ocular 
Reservation of venue 
Casting 
Rehearsal of performance scene 

1st WEEK- 2ND WEEK 

3rd WEEK- 4TH WEEK 
Final Preparations 
Securing accommodations in the venue 

PRODUCTION 

MARCH 2017 Shooting Flashback Scenes 
Principal Photography (Day 1 and Day 2) 

POST PRODUCTION 

APRIL 2017 Sorting of  Footage 
Syncing of Audio 
Produce first cut 
Consultation with adviser 

1st WEEK-2ND WEEK 

3RD WEEK- 4TH 
WEEK 

Editing 
Sound Designing 
Scoring 

MAY 2017 Final revisions 
Consultation with adviser 
Produce final cut 

 

 



CHAPTER IX. BUDGET 

PREPRODUCTION 
 
Location Scouting       
Script Reproduction 
Cast and Crew Meeting Expenses 
Transportation 
Production Manager Necessities 
Production Design Budget 

 
 P      500 
 P      500 
 P   2,000 
 P      500 
 P   1,000 
 P 10,000 
 

PRODUCTION 
 
Location Fees 
Talent Fees 
Equipment Rental 
Food 
Transportation 
 

 
 P  50,000 
 P  20,000 
 P  10,000 
 P  10,000 
 P    2,000 

POST PRODUCTION 
 

Assistance in Editing 
Reproduction of Copies 

 

 
 P    2,000 
 P    2,000 

 
TOTAL  P 110500 
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APPENDIX	  B.	  	  THESIS	  DEFENSE	  FORMS	  



















APPENDIX C. SHOT LIST 
 
 

SEQ SHOT TYPE DESCRIPTION 

2 A Establishing shot Abbie gets the guitar from the closet, Angela passes by, sets the camera up 

  B Close-ups/ Insert Laptop/ Notebooks/ Anything to indicate song writing 

  C 
Medium shot- 

OTS AB Angela adjusts the camera 

  D 
Reverse shot- 

OTS AN Abbie nods, sits on the bed 

  E Medium shot Abbie recites youtube spiel 

  F Long shot Abbie stands up and proceeds to Angela; watches the video 

  G 
Medium shot-

Two shot Abbie and Angela watches the video 

3 A Establishing shot  Establishing shot of DINER EXT 

  B Medium shot Poster of Open mic performance that night 

  C Establishing shot  Wide shot of the counter, people eating, passing 

  D 
Close-ups/ 

Inserts People eating, Food being served, etc. 

  E Medium shot Abbie cleans a table, looks up and smiles 

  F 
Reverse shot-

OTS AB Angela collects payment from a customer, smiles back 

4 A 
Medium shot-

side Abbie sits down, takes her wallet out, looks at it, but doesn’t open it 

  B Long shot Abbie pockets her wallet, Angela barges in, shows Abbie her phone 

  C 
Medium shot- 

low angle Angela sits on the table facing Abbie 

  D 
Reverse shot- 

high angle Abbie's replies 

5 A Reverse shot Abbie smiles, takes payment 

  B Long shot Customer leaves, Abbie cleans the table 

  C Medium shot  Abbie cleans the tables 

  D Medium shot  DYLAN calls Abbie, Abbie tunrs around and faces him 

  E 
Medium shot-two 

shot DYLAN enters right, talks to Abbie about her performance 

  F 
Medium shot-

POV DYL "Talaga? Sino sino?" 

  G 
Reverse shot- 

POV AB Dylan names the other artists 

  H 
Reverse shot- 

close up Reaction shot of Abbie when Dylan says Bong is gonna play 

  I Medium shot  Abbie nods, Dylan leaves. Abbie hyperventilates, exits frame 

6 A Long shot EXT People coming in the diner 

7 A Long shot Abbie scans the Audience 

  B 
Reverse shot- 

POV Audience eating, talking cheering 



  C Medium shot Abbie spiels, she looks at Angela 

  D Medium shot Angela smiles back and gives a thumbs up 

  E Medium shot Abbie smiles, sings SONG #2 

8 A Long shot EXT Angela sweeps the floor, Abbie stares at her wallet 

  B Close-up/ insert Photographof F/D 

  C Long shot INT Angela sweep the floor "Ano nangyari sayo kanina?" AB in bg 

  D Medium shot Abbie looks at the photo in her wallet 

  E Medium shot Angela sweeps the floor forcefully 

  F Medium shot Abbie smiles, tells her about Bong 

  G 
Long shot- OTS 

AB Angela surprised at her revelation 

  H 
Medium shot- 

Zoom  Abbie explains her situation 

  I  Medium shot all of Angela's lines from "that's enough basis…"to throws keys to Abbie 

  J Medium shot all of Abbie's lines from "You always know…" to catching keys 

  K Long shot Angela grabs her bag and umbrella. 

  L Medium Abbie watches her leave, waves at Angea good bye 

  M Medium Abbie looks aorund the empty diner. 

  N Close up-insert Abbie closes her eyes, VO 

  O Close up- insert Slow footsteps up the stairs 

  P Close up- insert Guitar strap adjusted on shoulder 

  Q Close up insert Someone opens the door,door hits windchimes 

  R Medium Abbie looks back at the door, surprised, "close na po kami" 

  S Medium BONG answers 

Converstation always Medium of each and two shot of each, always balik sa medium shot of each 

  T Long-Two shot Bong sits down on the nearest chair, 

  U 
Medium-Focus 

on Bong Abbie leads Bong to the  table, makes coffee in the background.  

  V Medium close up  Abbie "handaan ko po kayo ng makakain?" 

Converstation always Medium of each and two shot of each, always balik sa medium shot of each 

  W Close-up insert Shades/ walking stick/ eyes unfocused 

  X Wide shot Bong sits on the table, waiting 

  Y 
Wide shot-two 

shot Abbie goes to the kitchen after droppin the clipoboard/paper 

9 A Wide shot Abbie enters the kitchen, panting. She opens her wallet 

  B Close up-insert photograph of F/D 

  C Medium Abibe looks at Bong, frustrated, gets water 

  D Reverse-medium Bong waiting patiently  

10 A Medum Focus on food. Abbie places water on table 



  B Medium Abbie sits down across Bong 

  C Medium Bong eats 

Converstation always Medium of each and two shot of each, always balik sa medium shot of each 

  D Close up insert Abbie takes Bongs hand 

  E 
Wide shot-two 

shot Abbie leads Bong towards the performance area 

  F Medium Abbie takes out her guitar,  

  G Reverse-medium Abbie guides Bong to his. She smiles 

  H 
Wide shot-two 

shot Abbie and Bong play the Promise Song 
 



APPENDIX	  D.	  SEQUENCE	  BREAKDOWN	  

	  

SEQ.	   D/N	   I/E	   LOC	   DESCRIPTION	   CHARACTERS	   PROPS	   PD	  SET	   SOUND	   HMU	  
1	   Night	  

	  
	  
	  

INT	   Bedroom	   Youtube	  spiel	  
of	  Abbie	  

Abbie	  and	  
Angela	  

Camera	  
Mic	  
Guitar	  
Tripod	  

Bedroom	   	   Bedroom	  
clothing	  

2	   Day	   INT	   Diner	   Establishing	  
shot	  of	  the	  
diner	  

Abbie	  
Angela	  
Crowd	  

Diner	  
cutlery	  

	  

Diner,	  
kitchen,	  

Music/	  
OST	  

Diner	  
uniforms,	  
casual	  
clothing	  

3	   Day	   EXT	   Outside	  
diner	  

Angela	  
reviewing	  	  
Youtube	  
comments	  

Abbie	  
Angela	  

Phone	  
	  

Outside	  
main	  diner	  

	   Diner	  
uniform	  

4	   Night	  
	  
	  

INT	   Diner	   Closing	  time,	  
after	  Abbie’s	  
performance	  

Abbie	  
Angela	  

Used	  
dishes	  
Trays	  
Guitar	  

Diner	   	   Diner	  
Uniform	  
Casual	  
Clothing	  

4.1	   Night	   INT	   Diner	   Abbie’s	  
thoughts	  

Abbie	   Guitar	  
Lights	  

Performance	  
area	  

Music/	  
OST	  

	  

4.2	   Night	   INT	   Diner	   Bong	  arrives	   Abbie	  
Bong	  

Food	  
Diner	  
cutlery	  

Diner	   	   	  

5	   Night	   INT	   Diner	   Bong	  and	  
Abbie	  talk	  
about	  their	  

past	  

Abbie	  
Bong	  

Guitar	  
Food	  
Diner	  
cutlery	  

Diner	   Music/	  
OST	  

Casual	  
clothing	  

Inserts	   DAY	   EXT	   Nature	   Abbie’s	  
thoughts	  

-‐	   -‐	   -‐	   Music/	  
oST	  

	  

	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  



APPENDIX	  E.	  PRODUCTION	  DESIGN	  BREAKDOWN	  

	  

SEQ	   TIME	   LOC	   CHARACTERS	   PROPS	   COSTUME	   MAKEUP	   PD	  NOTES	  	  

1	   N	   Bedroom	   Abbie,	  Angela	   Camera	  

Mic	  

Guitar	  

Tripod	  

Bedroom	  

clothes	  

	   *use	  same	  

guitar	  all	  

throughout	  

2	   D	   Diner	  	   Abbie	  

Angela	  

Crowd	  

Diner	  

cutlery	  

Diner	  

Uniform	  

	   	  

3	   D	   Outside	  

diner	  

Abbie	  

Angela	  

Phone	   Diner	  

uniform	  

	   	  

4	   N	   Diner	   Abbie	  

Angela	  

Used	  

Dishes	  

Trays	  

Guitar	  

Diner	  

Uniform,	  

casual	  

clothing	  

Night	  

make-‐up	  

on	  Abbie	  

	  

4.1	   N	   Diner	   Abbie	   Lights	   Casual	  

clothing	  

Night	  

make-‐up	  

on	  Abbie	  

Stage	  set	  up	  

4.2	   N	   Diner	   Abbie	  

Bong	  

Bong’s	  

guitar	  

Food	  

Casual	  

clothing	  

Night	  

make-‐up	  

on	  Abbie	  

	  

5	   N	   Diner	   Abbie	  

Bong	  

Guitar	  

Food	  

Diner	  

cutlery	  

	   Night	  

make-‐up	  

on	  Abbie	  

	  

Inserts	   D	   Ext.	  

Nature	  

-‐	   -‐	   -‐	   -‐	   Shoot	  on	  loc	  

	  



APPENDIX F. WARDROBE 

 

Abbie’s Wardrobe Pegs 

*Abbie’s clothes in her performances

 

Angela’s Diner Uniform as well 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bong’s Wardrobe Pegs 

 

 

 



	  

APPENDIX G. COLOR PALETTE 

 

 

Diner Setting      Lake Setting 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

	  
	  

	  
	  
	  
	  

APPENDIX	  H.	  CALL	  SHEETS	  



 

 

 

LOCATIONS 

# Location Address Parking Contact 

1 Guerilla at LIC Easter 
Camp, Lagos del Sol 

West Talaongan, Cavinti, 
Cavinti, 

- - 

Scene and Description Cast Pgs Loc 

2- INT.BEDROOM-NIGHT: Abbie records her youtube spiel 1,2 1 (page 2)  

4- INT.PANTRY-DAY: Abbie and Angela discuss the video they made 
1,2 1 3/8 (page 

3-4) 
 

9- INT.KITCHEN/PANTRY-NIGHT: Abbie recovers her breath after 
realizing she met her father 

1 1/8 (page 
11) 

 

  
 TOTAL 

PAGES: 
2 1/2 

 
 

SET REQUIREMENTS Scene 2 Scene 4 Scene 9 

Props:  Camera, Mic, Closet, 
Bedroom things, Guitar 

Phone, Wallet, Old 
Picture of Father & 
Daughter 

Wallet, Old Picture of 
father & Daughter,  

Wardrobe: Casual Diner Uniform Casual 

Makeup: Normal Normal Normal 

 
NOTES: 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

  
 

Director: Kate Tayamora 
Contact # +639422761239 
Email kate.tayamora@gmail.com LOVE IS A 

PROMISE 

DATE: April 13/14, 2017 
CALL TIME: TBA 

# Cast Role Call Time MU/WD Set Call 

1. Rebekah Canicosa Abbie  

Scene 2: Casual 
Scene 4: Diner Uniform 
Scene 9: Mas bonggang 
casual (same as Scene 7) 

 

2. Jocelyn Maghilum Angela  
Scene 2: Casual 
Scene 4: Diner Uniform 

 



 

 

 

LOCATIONS 

# Location Address Parking Contact 

1 Spoon Eat+ Drink BF Homes, Paranaque 
City 

yes yes 

Scene and Description Cast Pgs Loc 

7- INT.DINER-NIGHT: Abbie performs in the diner 1,2 5/8  

8- INT.DINER-NIGHT: Abbie and Angela talk about Abbie’s father 1,2 5 1/2  

10- INT.DINER-NIGHT: Abbie meets Bong, talks about their past 13 4 3/8   

  
 TOTAL 

PAGES: 
10 1/2 

 
 

SET REQUIREMENTS Scene 7 Scene 8 Scene 10 

Props:  Guitar, Sound system, 
stage set up, lights,food, 
crowd 

Diner, guitar, stage set 
up, old picture of father 
and daughter 

2 guitars, Old Picture 
of father & Daughter,  

Wardrobe: Casual Diner Uniform Casual 

Makeup: Normal Normal Normal 

 
NOTES: 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Director: Kate Tayamora 
Contact # +639422761239 
Email kate.tayamora@gmail.com LOVE IS A 

PROMISE 

DATE: April 29, 2017 
CALL TIME: 7:00 am 

# Cast Role Call Time MU/WD Set Call 

1. Rebekah Canicosa Abbie 10:00 am 

Scene 7: Casual 
Scene 8: Casual (same as 
Scene 7) 
Scene 10:  Casual (same as 
Scene 7) 
 

 

2. Jocelyn Maghilum Angela 7:00 am 
Scene 7:  Diner Uniform 
Scene 8: Diner Uniform 

 

3. Antonio Canicosa Bong 10:00 am Scene 10 : Casual  



	  

APPENDIX I. CREW LIST 

Pre-‐production	  
Thesis Adviser Dr. Grace Javier Alfonso 

Script Consultant Pamela Tayamora 
 Daniel Joshua Tayamora 

Talent Scout/ Location Manager Arlene L. Tayamora 
Production	  

Executive Producers Arlene L. Tayamora 
 Bong Tayamora 

Producer/ Director/ Writer/ Kate Tayamora 
Director of Photography Kate Tayamora 

Assistant Cameraman Gilbert Baldoza 
Gaffer Bong Tayamora 

Production Designer Pamela Tayamora 
 Bong Tayamora 

Hair and Make-up Artist Araceli Lanorio 
 Jocelyn Maghilum 

Wardrobe Rebekah Canicosa 
Live Sound Recordist/ Boom Operator Pamela Tayamora 

Slate David Joshua Tayamora 
Edit/Sound Log Emmanuel Joshua Tayamora 

Caterer Philane Ponio (Spoon Eat+Drink) 
  

Post-‐production	  
Editor Kate Tayamora 

Sound Design Kate Tayamora 
Colorist  Bong Tayamora 
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APPENDIX J. BUDGET BREAKDOWN 

Pre-‐production	  
Location	  Scouting	  	   Food	  and	  Transportation	  

Expenses	  
P	  6,	  292	   P	  6,	  292	  

Meetings	   Reproduction	  of	  
Documents	  

P	  200	   P	  200	  

SUBTOTAL	   P	  6,	  492	  
	   	   	   	  

Production	  
Production	  
Management	  
Department	  

Food	   P	  10,	  000	   P	  13,	  659	  
Location	  Fee	   P	  3,	  000	  
On	  Shoot	  Expenses	   P	  659	  

Production	  Design	  
Department	  

Set	  Design	   P	  1,	  226.25	   P	  40,	  259	  
Props	   P	  39,	  032.75	  

Equipment	  Rental	   Lights	   P	  1,	  000	   P	  3,	  100	  
Camera	  Rental	   GRANT	  
Sound	  Equipment	  Rental	   P	  1,	  600	  

Talent	   Talent	  Fee	   P	  6,	  000	   P	  6,000	  
SUBTOTAL	   P	  56,	  518	  

	   	  
Post-‐production	  

Post	  production	  
Department	  

Editing	   FREE	   P	  3,	  100	  
Sound	  Mix	   FREE	  
Color	  Grading	   FREE	  
Transportation	   P	  500	  
Reproduction	  of	  
Documents	  

P	  2,	  100	  

Food	   P	  500	  
SUBTOTAL	   P	  3,	  100	  

GRAND	  TOTAL	   P	  66,	  110	  
 

 

 

 

 

 



	  

APPENDIX K. SUBTITLES 

Time 
stamp 

English Translation 

00:12 Hello guys, Abbie here. Thanks for watching my newest video 
00:15 First of all, I would like to thank everyone who watched my new video 
00:20 You guys are amazing! 
00:21 Now, I have been writing a few songs, but I still want to hear  
00:24 Your suggestions, so if you have anything in mind, 
00:27 Just comment them down below! Thank you and see you all soon! 
01:42 One hundred thousand plus views!  
01:46 This is the highest views you got! 
01:51 Are you sure? I still see a lot of flaws. 
01:56 Oh come on, it’s beautiful! 
01:59 I don’t think I’m satisfied 
02:01 You’re so negative! Let’s see if you won’t get satisfied with this one. 
02:08 @pipaypo. Hi guys! Greetings from New Zealand. 
02:12 My dad’s birthday is coming up, and he’s just such a big fan of yours 
02:17 I just want to surprise him with your dedication. 
02:21 Love you guys so much. 
02:23 You have fans in New Zealand! 
02:25 New Zealand, girl! 
02:28 Your name is out there even if it’s so far away. 
02:32 Ok, fine. It sure looks better than my previous posting 
02:38 I only have two words for you… 
02:40 New Zealand! 
02:41 Don’t you ever forget that when you trash your own videos. 
02:43 Ok…ok! 
02:45 New Zealand! Yeah! 
02:49 You think he’s able to watch me? 
02:51 Who? 
02:54 [pause] just talking to myself. 
03:19 Did the one you’ve been waiting for finally arrive? 
03:20  [shakes head] 
03:21 Who is it anyway? 
03:24 Fine, don’t tell me. Who am I to you anyway? 
03:28 I’m just your friend. 
03:30 You’re such a drama queen. 
03:32 It’s my Papa. 



	  

03:35 Papa… as in 
03:37 Your father?  
03:38 [nods head] 
03:41 When my Mama died, Papa was so affected 
03:44 That’s why he went back to doing gigs 
03:46 He always bring me with him… I think I was seven years old then? 
03:50 I was his lucky charm because every time I go with him… 
03:53 He gets a good talent fee. 
03:57 The last time I was with him was on his last gig in Cubao 
04:01 I was so happy when he gave me his guitar 
04:05 But when I woke up the next day 
04:07 I was already at my aunt’s house. 
04:10 Sometimes I wonder, did he leave me because I wasn’t good enough for him? 
04:15 Well, he’s wrong. 
04:17 Don’t you ever think you’re not good enough, Abigail del Rosario 
04:20 You love what you do! 
04:23 Girl, you always know what to say 
04:24 Of course, I do.  
04:26 Gosh, look at the time. 
04:27 Are you sure you want to do the closing tonight? 
04:28 Yeah, I’ll be the one to lock down. 
04:30 Give me the keys. 
04:32 Ah, thank you then 
 Bye. Take care. 
04:34 See you tomorrow 
05:14 We’re already closed, sir. 
05:16 What? 
05:18 We’re already closed, sir. Just come back tomorrow. 
05:21 I think there’s something wrong. 
05:23 Miss, Diane invited me to play. I have a set tonight. 
05:26 The gig was already finished, sir. 
05:29 Why, what time is it? 
05:30 It’s already 11pm. 
05:32 Is that so? 
05:36 Thank you Miss. Sorry to have bothered you. 
05:39 No, don’t go yet sir! 
05:43 Please have a seat. 
05:48 Please have some water, sir. 
05:50 Thank you. May God bless you. 



	  

05:52 I’m really getting old. 
05:55 That’s okay, sir. 
05:56 Here’s the menu, sir, you may want something to eat.  
06:04 Uhm, miss, my eyes are already dim. 
06:08 I’ll get whatever is cheap 
06:11 No, it’s all right… you’re a performer here, I can get you free food. 
06:15 Ah, thank you then. 
06:20 Here it is, sir. 
06:27 Where were you from, sir? 
06:29 I’m from Ermita. 
06:31 You live so far away. How did you get here? 
06:35 I took a cab earlier, but later I’ll just take a jeepney 
06:39 I hurried up to get here, but I still arrived late. 
06:43 What was Miss Dianne thinking? 
06:44 She still made you come here even when you’re from far away. 
06:47 It’s okay. It’s not always I’m given an opportunity to play 
06:51 I could not let it pass. 
06:55 By the way, may I know your name, sir? 
06:58 I am Bong del Rosario 
07:07 Are you okay, miss? 
07:16 Ah, Miss, I’m okay to share this food, would you like to have some? 
07:18 No thanks, I’m just resting. 
07:23 Do you play as well? 
07:25 Yes, sir. 
07:26 Which instrument? 
07:27 Guitar, sir. 
07:28 Oh, me too. 
07:29 Can’t you really see much with your eyes? 
07:34 There are a lot of thinks I can’t see anymore. 
07:36 It’s really dim. 
07:37 I can barely see you. 
07:40 Don’t you ever regret it- not being able to see clearly anymore? 
07:42 You can say that, but for me, what’s more important in playing music 
07:48 Are the ears, 
07:49 The mouth, 
07:50 The hands. 
07:51 The eyes? I can live without. 
07:55 Seems like you love nothing else but music 
07:59 Back in the day, I have a Fender guitar 



	  

08:02 But I gave it to my daughter because she wanted it for her birthday. 
08:07 My eyes were already dimming, I was scared I might scratch or drop it 
08:12 That’s why I gave it to her. 
08:16 When I was still playing, there this one song that got me famous 
08:22 It was inspired by my daughter. 
08:25 But that child of mine… she was way better than me. 
08:27 I wish you can hear her play the lead, she slays it. 
08:33 I would always tell her: You, Abbie del Rosario, you will be a great musician 
 An you will be famous all over the world 
08:39 You will have fans all the way up to New Zealand! 
08:42 Then, she will jump up and down the bed saying ‘I love you, Papa’ 
08:46 Then I would say to her, ‘I love you, too, my child.’ 
08:52 I’m praying for a chance to meet her again. 
08:57 But surely, with the state of my sight, I would not be able to see her well. 
09:01 How will you know when it’s already Abbie who is in front of you? 
09:05 With all due respect, Miss… 
09:07 I’m pretty sure I would recognize my daughter when I hear her speak. 
09:12 I hope she’s not angry with me, though I would understand if she is. 
09:16 Because I failed as a father. 
09:19 But I want her to know that my love for her hasn’t and wouldn’t change 
09:25 She has a father she can turn to. 
09:29 Oh, I’m so sorry, miss. I didn’t mean to make you cry. 
09:33 We don’t even know each other, how rude of me to be so dramatic 
09:38 She’s not angry, sir. 
09:40 Surely, if she knew that you’re here right no, she would be so happy 
09:44 Really, are you sure? 
09:46 Yes, sir. I’m sure. 
09:48 [Jokingly] Promise? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



APPENDIX L. ORIGINAL FILM SOUNDTRACK 

 

 

 

Promise Song 

 
Written by Vivien del Valle, Christian Borres, 

Glenn Chua, Josiah Tumaliuan 
Performed by Rebekah Canicosa, Antonio 

Canicosa 
 
 

Naghihintay,  
Nagaabang 

Inaasam ang yakap mong muli 
Kahit na ilang beses pang  

itulak palayo 
Mahal pa rin kita, hinding hindi 

magbabago 
 

Sa dulo man ng kalawakan ay 
Di ka malilimutan 

At mga pangako ko sayo’y 
Hindi maglalaho 

 
Naghihintay,  
Nagaabang 

Inaasam ang yakap mong muli 
 

Babalik Nalang 

 
Written by Vivien del Valle, Christian Borres, 

Glenn Chua, Josiah Tumaliuan 
Performed by Rebekah Canicosa 

 
 
 

‘Di na alam kung sa’n na pupunta 
Kaliwa man o kanan, abante o atras 

Hindi makamtan 
Ang tunay na ligaya 
Ang tunay na ligaya 

 
Paikot-ikot-itko lang ako 

Wala nang naidulot 
Paulit-ulit-ulit lang ako 
Wala ring pagbabago 

 
Kaya babalik nalang 

Babalik nalang 
Babalik, o babalik nalang 

	  



	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

	  
	  

	  
	  
	  
	  

APPENDIX	  M.	  	  SAMPLE	  DOCUMENTS	  



April 10, 2017 

 

TO: Engr. Reynaldo A. Ascano 

Senior Vice President, Filinvest Land, Inc. 

SNWL Cluster Head Vector One Building,  

Filinvest City, Alabang Muntinlupa 

 

Good day!  

 

I am Katherine May L. Tayamora, a graduating student at the University of the Philippines Film 

Institute (UPFI) under the College of Mass Communication (CMC). I am currently undergoing 

my Film 200 (Film Thesis) production, which is pre-requisite to my graduation. 

 

My film is about the reunion of an aspiring musician with her estranged father in a gig at the 

city’s local diner.  The main location to be featured in my film is the diner, in which my 

protagonist would be working in. Upon suggestion of my mother, who is an accredited broker in 

Filinvest, I instantly fell in love with the clubhouse in Nusa Dua, Tanza, Cavite, and have felt 

that the place adheres to the overall aesthetic I have envisioned.   

 

With this, I am requesting your permission for us to shoot the required scenes in the clubhouse of 

Nusa Dua, in order to enhance the narrative of the film. My target schedule is on April 29, 

Saturday, at 10am -7pm, which I believe is enough time for me to finish shooting. We have a 

small amount allocated for the payment of the locations, should there be any fees.  

 

In return, I will be acknowledging your company in the end credits, as well as feature the 

highlights Nusa Dua has in order to promote the place. I will also be giving you a complimentary 

DVD of the final film.  

 

This thesis film is purely academic and non-profit. Your help would not only benefit students 

involved in the project, but also the greater discussion on our country’s national film industry. 

 



Below is the signature of my thesis adviser as the authority endorsing me from the University of 

the Philippines Film Institute.  She has been my guide and mentor since the development stage of 

this film. 

 

Thank you very much and hoping for your utmost consideration. 

 

God bless. 

 

Best regards, 

 

 

 

Katherine May L. Tayamora 

Student 

University of the Philippines Film Institute 

+639422761239 

kate.tayamora@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 

Dr. Grace Javier Alfonso, Professor Emeritus 
Thesis Adviser 

University of the Philippines Film Institute 

 

 

 



April 11, 2017 

 

TO: Management, Kilometer One Diner 

J. Bocobo Street, Ermita, Manila 

 

Good day!  

 

I am Katherine May L. Tayamora, a graduating student at the University of the Philippines Film 

Institute (UPFI) under the College of Mass Communication (CMC). I am currently undergoing 

my Film 200 (Film Thesis) production, which is pre-requisite to my graduation. 
 

My film is about the reunion of an aspiring musician with her estranged father in a gig at the 

city’s local diner.  The main location to be featured in my film is the diner, in which my 

protagonist would be working in. I got interested in your place, Kilometer One Diner, upon 

seeing it for I have felt that the place adheres to the overall aesthetic I have envisioned.   
 

With this, I am requesting your permission for us to shoot the required scenes in your premises 

so as to enhance the narrative of the film. We have a small amount allocated for the payment of 

the locations, should there be any fees. My target schedule is on April 29, 1pm-8pm, but it is still 

subject to change in accordance to your availability. 
 

In return, I will be acknowledging your company in the end credits, as well as promote the diner 

in the film. I will also be giving you a complimentary DVD of the final film.  
 

This thesis film is purely academic and non-profit. Your help would not only benefit students 

involved in the project, but also the greater discussion on our country’s national film industry. 
	  



April 11, 2017 

 

Kanto Freestyle Breakfast 

79-B Scout Fuentebella St. Cor. 

Tomas Morato Avenue,  

Tomas Morato, Quezon City 

 

Good day!  

 

I am Katherine May L. Tayamora, a graduating student at the University of the Philippines Film 

Institute (UPFI) under the College of Mass Communication (CMC). I am currently undergoing 

my Film 200 (Film Thesis) production, which is pre-requisite to my graduation. 

 

My film is about the reunion of an aspiring musician with her estranged father in a gig at the 

city’s local diner.  The main location to be featured in my film is the diner, in which my 

protagonist would be working in. I came across Kanto Freestyle Breakfast first in a youth 

meeting held in the location. Upon seeing it, I got interested in using your premises as the 

primary location for my film because I felt that the place adheres to the overall aesthetic I have 

envisioned.   

 

With this, I am requesting your permission for us to shoot the required scenes in Kanto 

Freestyle Breakfast so as to enhance the narrative of the film. We have a small amount 

allocated for the payment of the locations, should there be any fees. My target schedule is on 

April 29, 1pm-8pm, or 5pm onwards, but it is still subject to change in accordance to your 

availability. 

 

In return, I will be acknowledging your company in the end credits, as well as promote the diner 

in the film. I will also be giving you a complimentary DVD of the final film.  

 

This thesis film is purely academic and non-profit. Your help would not only benefit students 

involved in the project, but also the greater discussion on our country’s national film industry. 



April 7, 2017 

 

MR. Jerome Mendoza, 

Sales and Business Development,  

Canon Cinema EOS,  

Canon PH, Taguig, Philippines 

 

Good day!  

 

I am Katherine May L. Tayamora, graduating film student from the University of the 

Philippines Diliman. I applied for the Canon-UPFI Student Filmmaker grant last January; 

mainly because of the financial constraints my family was facing that time, although I 

was not selected as the recipient. 

 

Yesterday, Ma’am Sari Dalena talked to me and asked me if I am interested to be the 

recipient of the grant since the original benefactor backed out.  I was very happy to 

accept the offer, since I believe that not only would the grant lift the financial burden of 

spending a lot on the technical equipment, it will also aid me in bringing out my best in 

creating my film.      

 

The film, entitled Love is a Promise, is about the reunion of an aspiring musician with 

her estranged father in a gig at the city’s local diner. The film would be a narrative, with 



an estimated running time of 17-20 minutes (including OBB and CBB).  My target 

schedule is April 28-30, so as not to clash with the other recipient’s shoot.  

 

Committed to being my own Director of Photography, I am happy and excited for this 

opportunity to use the Canon C100 cameras in shooting. I am sure that with these 

equipment, I would be able to produce the best quality of images I could for my thesis 

film. 

 

Thank you so much for your kind consideration. I guarantee that the equipment would 

be safe in my hands.  

 

Best regards, 

 

Katherine May L. Tayamora 

2013-10364 

+639422761239 

kate.tayamora@gmail.com 

 



January 17, 2017 

 

MS. Sari Raissa Ll. Dalena 
Director, UP Film Institute 
UPFI Media Center bldg..  
Ylanan Ave., UP Diliman, Quezon City 
 

 

Good day!  

 

I have recently completed the screenplay of my thesis film entitled Ophelia that I would like to 

submit to you for the application of the CANON-UPFI Student Filmmaker Grant. Ophelia 

centers on a once prodigious guitar player searching for her father finds the answers she seeks in 

a rundown music shop.  

 

The film would be a narrative, with an estimated running time of 18-20 minutes (including OBB 

and CBB). As of the moment, the film is still in pre-production, and is subject to revisions as per 

the advice of my adviser and fellow student filmmakers. 

 

Committed to being my own cinematographer, I have numerous experiences in handling the 

equipment/s the grant would provide. I believe that this grant will be vital in fleshing out the 

vision I have for my film, and it will surely aid me in producing my thesis without difficulties. 

 

Thank you very much for your consideration. Attached in this document is my proposal and 

screenplay for your perusal. I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Katherine May L. Tayamora 
2013-10364 
+639422761239 
kate.tayamora@gmail.com 
  

 



FORMAT 

 

The film will be shot on digital video using DSLR’s at 24fps, and would have and anamorphic 

2.39:1 aspect ratio. The total running time is 18-20 minute, already including the OBB and the 

CBB, and will be presented in a Digital Cinema Package. The film will contain English subtitles 

and will be submitted in DVD format. 

 

BIOGRAPHY 

 

Katherine May L. Tayamora, or Kate as she prefers to be called, is a writer, a student filmmaker, 

an activist, and a Christian. Born on November 14, 1996, she is the second among five children 

of Arlene and Rogelio Tayamora. Fighting her way through the whirlwind of dreams and 

identities, she enrolled in the University of the Philippines Diliman under the degree program of 

BA Film to pursue her dreams and fits of passion. 

 

Writing has always been the dream for Kate as she climbed her way up the academic standards 

of the university. She aims to create stories that equally touch the hearts and minds of the 

audience yet present a profound, complex, logical world that enriches their imagination. 

Absorbing all that she can from her mentors, some celebrated veterans in the filmmaking 

industry of the country; Kate aspires to inspire others, just as she was inspired when she entered 

college. 

 

Possessing great affinity towards the masses, it is inevitable for Kate to be an activist. With the 

camera as her weapon, it is her advocacy that no story should ever go untold, especially from 

those who were silenced for a very long time. Nevertheless, her advocacy never hindered her 

from developing a strong relationship with our Creator, being water baptized in 2015.   

 

Her dream of becoming a filmmaker was never dampened, only fuelled by her intense passion of 

serving the people, and in the greater sense, serving God.  

 
 
 



SHOOTING LOCATION 

 

The filmmaker is still scouting for potential specific locations that would be suitable for the film, 

but the needed places are as follows: 

• Apartment room 

• Bar set-up (Stage and Eatery) 

• Music Shop 

• Street (Ext. scenes) 

 
SHOOTING SCHEDULE 

 
 

PREPRODUCTION 

DECEMBER 
2016 

Send out sponsorships/ grants 

JANUARY 2017 Enroll in Film 200 
Assemble Cast and Crew 
First Draft Script DEADLINE 
Script Consultation with Adviser 

1ST WEEK- 2ND 
WEEK: 

3RD WEEK – 4TH 
WEEK 

Production Meeting 
Second Draft Script DEADLINE 
Script Consultation with Adviser 
Coordinate with composers  
for songs to be used in film 

FEBRUARY 
2017 

Location  scouting/ ocular 
Reservation of venue 
Casting 
Rehearsal of performance scene 1st WEEK- 2ND 

WEEK 

3rd WEEK- 4TH 
WEEK 

Final Preparations 
Securing accommodations in the venue 

PRODUCTION 

MARCH 2017 Shooting Flashback Scenes 
Principal Photography (Day 1 and Day 2) 



POST PRODUCTION 

APRIL 2017 Sorting of Footage 
Syncing of Audio 
Produce first cut 
Consultation with adviser 

1st WEEK-2ND 
WEEK 

3RD WEEK- 4TH 
WEEK 

Editing 
Sound Designing 
Scoring 

MAY 2017 Final revisions 
Consultation with adviser 
Produce final cut 

 
 
 

SHOOTING BUDGET 
 
 

PREPRODUCTION 
 
Location Scouting       
Script Reproduction 
Cast and Crew Meeting Expenses 
Transportation 
Production Manager Necessities 
Production Design Budget 

 
 P      500 
 P      500 
 P   2,000 
 P      500 
 P   1,000 
 P 10,000 
 

PRODUCTION 
 
Location Fees 
Talent Fees 
Equipment Rental 
Food 
Transportation 
 

 
 P  50,000 
 P  10,000 
 P  10,000 
 P  10,000 
 P    2,000 

POST PRODUCTION 
 

Assistance in Editing 
Reproduction of Copies 

 

 
 P    2,000 
 P    2,000 

 
TOTAL  P 100, 500 

 



CAST 

 

The filmmaker will be initiating a casting call by the first week of February, after securing the 

final draft of the screenplay. 

The main characters needed in the film are: 

• Abbie- 20 y/o, musician 

• Tomas- late 40’s- mid 50’s, music shop owner 

• Meng- late 40’s- mid 50’s, Father 

• Young Abbie- 8-10 y/o 

• Young Meng- late 20’s, musician 

The list of characters is still subject to change as per the revisions made in the screenplay. 

 

 

(INITIAL) CREW 

These people have agreed to be a part of the filmmaker’s thesis production: 

 

• Executive Producers - Arlene L. Tayamora and Rogelio R. Tayamora 

• Production Manager - Gilbert Baldoza 

• Production Designer - Pamela Tayamora 

• Sound Recordist - Raphael Rayco 

• Gaffer   - TBA 

 

There will be no need for a cinematographer and an editor, as the filmmaker would be the one to 

shoot and edit her own film. 
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APPENDIX O. FILM POSTER 

 


